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RESUMO
Contribuição do envelhecimento e da senescência para a degeneração do disco intervertebral
O disco intervertebral é a unidade responsável por absorver o stress mecânico e proporcionar
flexibilidade à coluna. Para isso, a composição e organização da matriz extracelular torna.se essencial para
preservar o equilíbrio biomecânico deste. Contudo, esta patologia não é devidamente compreendida dada a
sua complexidade e falta de modelos experimentais.
A degeneração do disco compreende uma vasta apresentação clínica durante o envelhecimento tais
como: fibrose, calcificação, hérnia ou apenas degeneração a nível molecular. Para além disto, a relação
entre o fundo genético, o envelhecimento e o fenótipo patológico apresentado ainda não foram estabelecidos.
Assim, caracterizamos o fenótipo do disco intervertebral de 3 raças de ratinhos com diferentes capacidades
regenerativas na cartilagem aos 6 e 23 meses de idade: C57BL/6 (BL6), LG/J e SM/J. Cada espécie de
ratinho apresentou uma progressão única de degeneração do disco a nível morfológico e do transcriptoma.
Os LG/J mostraram uma grande prevalência de calcificação no disco intervertebral. Por outro lado, os SM/J
apresentaram uma degeneração acelerada do compartimento, com desorganização da matriz, morte celular
e aumento da deposição de tecido fibrótico em comparação com os BL6. Estes resultados, mostram que a
composição genética é um fator essencial no desenvolvimento degeneração do disco e do seu fenótipo
durante o envelhecimento.
Estudos recentes mostraram também uma associação importante senescência, degeneração do disco
e catabolismo de matiz celular, quer em modelos animais quer em humanos. De facto, a eliminação de
células positivas para o marcador de senescência, p16Ink4a, diminuiu a patologia associada a diferentes
doenças do envelhecimento, incluindo a degeneração do disco intervertebral. Assim, caracterizamos pela
primeira vez a evolução da senescência nas células do disco intervertebral de ratinhos jovens e envelhecidos
e avaliamos o fenótipo de ratinhos envelhecidos p16Ink4a “condition knockout” (cKO). Adicionalmente,
exploramos o potencial terapêutico da combinação de Dasatinib (D) e Quercetina (Q), na diminuição de
células senescentes no disco e na prevenção da degeneração do mesmo durante o envelhecimento. Estes
resultados sugerem que a regulação da senescência é importante na promoção e manutenção da
homeostasia das células do disco, e que pode ser usado com alvo terapêutico para a prevenção e tratamento
da degeneração do disco durante o envelhecimento.

Palavras Chave: Disco Intervertebral, Drogas Senolítitcas, Envelhecimento, Senescência.
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ABSTRACT
Contribution of aging and senescence to intervertebral disc degeneration
The intervertebral disc is a critical structure of the spinal column, responsible for mechanical loads
and flexibility. Importantly, disc extracellular matrix (ECM) is complex and highly contributes to the
biomechanical properties of the disc. However, it is still not well understood due to its complexity and lack
of experimental models.
Disc degeneration presents a broad spectrum of clinically degenerative phenotypes during aging,
such as fibrosis, calcification, herniation, and mild degeneration. Moreover, the interaction between genetic
background and aging, degenerative outcomes has not been established. Hence, we characterized the spinalphenotype of 3 mouse strains with varying cartilage-regenerative potential at 6- and 23-months: C57BL/6
(BL6), LG/J, and SM/J. Interestingly, each strain presented an unique aging phenotype and transcriptome
modulation during intervertebral disc aging. LG/J mice showed a high prevalence of dystrophic disc
calcification in caudal discs, while SM/J evidenced accelerated degeneration compared to BL6, with cellular
disorganization, cell loss together, and fibrosis of the NP. These studies suggested that disc aging and
degeneration depends on the genetic background and involves changes in various molecular pathways, which
might help to explain the diverse phenotypes seen during disc disease.
Additionally, recent studies have shown that senescence may play a role in age-related disc
degeneration and matrix catabolism in humans and mouse models. Clearance of p16Ink4a, one of the main
markers of cell senescence, positive cells reduce the degenerative phenotype in age-associated diseases,
including disc degeneration. Therefore, we first characterized the senescence status of discs in young and
old mice and accessed the degeneration status of aged p16Ink4a conditional knockout mice. Additionally, we
explored the potential of Dasatinib and Quercetin combination in targeting senescence in disc compartment
and preventing progression of the disease with age. These results suggested that senescence plays an
essential role in governing disc homeostasis during aging and can be used as a therapeutic target to treat
disc disease.

Keywords: Aging, Intervertebral Disc, Senescence, Senolytic Drugs.
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Chapter 1 - Introduction

Novembro de 2020

1.1 Intervertebral disc
1.1.1 The axial spine
The spine is an essential component of the human axial skeleton. Anatomically, the Human spine
has seven cervical, twelve thoracic, five lumbar, five fused sacral, and four coccygeal vertebrae, separated
by 24 intervertebral discs (IVD) in between. This group of IVD originates a complex polyaxial joint, which
comprises two adjacent vertebral bodies, associated with facet joints, and an intervertebral disc (IVD) [1].
This functional unit of the spine permits flexibility and a range of motion to the spine and accommodates
compressive and tensile biomechanical forces. Although the motion of each segment is small, the sum of all
the motion segments in series provides adults on average 90° flexion/extension, 70° lateral bending, and
90° torsion [2].

1.1.2 Disc Compartments
Three different compartments compose the intervertebral disc: the central nucleus pulposus (NP) rich in aggrecan and populated with cells derived from the notochord; the circumferential, ligamentous
annulus fibrous (AF) - that encompasses the NP and is primarily composed by collagens; the cartilaginous
endplates (CEP) bordering the NP and AF on cranial and caudal surfaces [3]. The interaction of these three
tissues works as a hydraulic mechanism to handle loading and mechanical stress [4]. This mechanism
depends on the osmotic and hydrostatic pressures maintained by the high concentration of negatively
charged glycosaminoglycans present on aggrecan, the main proteoglycan in NP, and other proteoglycans
such as versican [5]. Furthermore, the lamellar annulus fibrosus restrains the compressed nucleus pulposus
[6]. Furthermore, due to the disc architecture, cells of the intervertebral disc experience completely aneural
and avascular microenvironment [7]. Noteworthy, the intact matrix and soluble factors prevent ingrowth of
vessels and nerves [8], [9].
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Chap.1 Figure 1: Intervertebral disc Anatomy: The intervertebral disc is a complex polyaxial joint, which
comprises two adjacent vertebral bodies. Three different compartments compose it: the central nucleus
pulposus (NP) - rich in aggrecan and populated; the circumferential, ligamentous annulus fibrous (AF) - that
encompasses the NP and is primarily composed by collagens and the cartilaginous endplates (CEP)
bordering the NP and AF on [1].
The diffusion of nutrients, oxygen, and waste occurs through the CEPs [3], [10]. Likewise, in order
to adapt to this unique environment, NP cells rely mainly on glycolytic metabolism and high expression of
the hypoxia-responsive transcription factors of the HIF-α family [11]. Several studies have shown that
disruption of HIF-1α pathway in the intervertebral disc to disc degeneration and does not allow NP cells to
adapt to hypoxia and cell stress [12]–[14].
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Chap.1 Figure 2: Intervertebral disc Microenvironment: The NP compartment is an aneural and avascular
tissue. Therefore, cells in the NP and inner AF depends on HIF-1α and other pathways to adapt themselves
to low levels of oxygen (hypoxic environment) and glucose [3].
1.1.3 Back Pain and intervertebral disc degeneration
Recently back pain (LBP) was identified as the #5 ranked highest causes for disability in 2016 [15].
Importantly, the incidence of LBP continues to increase and has grown approximately 17.5% from 2007 to
2017 [16]. Likewise, 84% of the population will develop LBP at some point during one’s life [17].
Consequently, the costs associated with IDD are high; indeed, in the US alone, over $100 billion are spent
on direct and indirect costs of LBP [18]. Although the etiology of LBP is still not wholly understood, disc
degeneration has been described as one of the main factors contributing to the disease [19]. Disc
degeneration is a multifactorial disease that can be promoted by abnormal loading, genetics, obesity,
smoking and nicotine, sedentary activity, and diabetes, have all been shown to contribute to the disease
[20]–[24]. Noteworthy, the contribution weight of each factor to the disease is still controversial. While T1ρ
MRI values were lower in weightlifting athletes compared to controls [25], other occupational postures did
not present a noticeable effect on the disease progression [26], [27]. On the other side, there is an evident
role of genetic predisposition to the disc disease. In fact, twin pair study showed that disc degeneration was
similar independent of differences in spine loading [24]. Furthermore, several Single-nucleotide
polymorphisms (SNPs) have already been correlated to disc health and disease. Noteworthy, these SNPs
were found in genes related to matrix anabolism: COL9A2 [28], COL9A3 [29], COL1A1 [29], HAPLN1 [30];
matrix catabolism: MMP3 [31], ADAMTS4 [32], ADAMTS5 [33], MMP9 [34], and MMP20 [33]; inflammation:
IL-1 [35], IL-6 [36] and IL-10 [36]; and cell signaling genes: vitamin D receptor [29], CASP9 [29], IGFR1
[33], and GDF5 [37]. Importantly, despite the cause, disc degeneration comprises a wide spectrum of
phenotypes such as fibrosis, ectopic calcification, herniation or mild degenerative phenotypes [38]–[40].
Additionally , different studies have suggested several affected mechanisms that result ultimately in disc
degeneration: altered spinal mechanics [41], [42]; disrupted tissue homeostasis; disc catabolic matrix
remodeling [13], [43], [44]; inflammatory dysregulation [45], [46]; aging and senescence [47]–[49].
Ultimately, all of these molecular mechanisms promoted advancing of disc degeneration, with consequent
changes in matrix content and remodeling, altering mechanical properties of the spine and ending in a vicious
degenerative cycle [50].
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Chap.1 Figure 3: Disc Degeneration Hallmarks: Disc degeneration is characterized by an increase in local
inflammatory cytokines, matrix catabolism, and cell death, which promotes tissue fibrosis, loss of
proteoglycans/water content, leading to loss of disc height and biomechanical properties [60].
1.2 Intervertebral disc Aging
Although the etiology of disc degeneration is multifactorial, as described before, aging is known as
one of the main contributors to disc disease [6]. Every day, age-related diseases become more and more
relevant due to the advances in medicine, nutrition, and public health, which are significantly increasing lifeexpectancy [52]. Noteworthy, osteoarthritis, intervertebral disc degeneration, and other musculoskeletal
disease are shown to importantly impact disability, pain, and loss of mobility in adults [16], [47]. Likewise,
it is urgent to study and understand the processes involving disc degeneration in this elderly population.
Aging is a time-dependent decline of physiological function, with subsequent increase in mortality rate, a
decrease in reproduction rate, and impairment in tissues homeostasis [53]. Several mechanisms have been
associated with the aging process: telomere shortening, increase in DNA damage, decrease in cell survival
mechanisms – autophagy, DNA repair, proliferation, – mitochondria dysfunction, and damaged protein
accumulation [54]. Hence, aging hall markers were recently categorized in genomic instability, telomere
attrition, epigenetic alterations, metabolism deregulation, mitochondria dysfunction, cellular senescence,
stem cell exhaustion, and altered intercellular signaling [55]. Interestingly, the contribution of these markers
for intervertebral disc degeneration at a molecular and phenotypical level is still not fully understood. Human
studies have suggested that intervertebral disc ages faster than other tissues [39], [56]. Indeed, both human
and animals’ models such as bovine, porcine, rabbit and mouse have shown similar progression of age5

related degeneration of the intervertebral disc [39], [57]–[59]. All included decrease levels and quality of
extracellular matrix proteins, biomechanical properties, along with increased levels in inflammatory cytokine
expression, catabolic processes, and cell death [47], [60], [61]. Besides, annulus fibrosis integrity gets
compromised, which promotes neovascularization, neoinnervation, and, ultimately, back pain [62]. On the
other side, the nucleus pulposus loses proteoglycans content with a consequent loss in hydration, size, and
overall disc height [63], [64]. Lastly, the chondrocyte endplate gets thinner, calcified, with bone sclerosis,
leading to a drastic reduction in metabolic supplies and cell survival in the disc [65]. Despite the similarities
between the mechanisms involving disc degeneration and aging, the pathological phenotypes composing
this disease are widely diverse: herniation, disc collapsing, or even disc calcification [39], [66]. Nevertheless,
when studying aging-related pathologies, systemic effects must also be considered. Osteoporosis and
osteopenia in the spine have already been well characterized in several aging models and showed increased
predisposing of vertebra fracture, compression, and disc degeneration in humans [67], [68]. Additionally,
there is also an increase in osteophytes formation, weakness of spinal ligaments and muscles, as well as fat
deposition and infiltration [69], [70]. All these changes among the different compartments of the spine can
destabilize the biomechanics balance of the spine and promoting disc degeneration [71]. Systemic
inflammation can also influence the progression of disc disease. Interestingly, mouse models of Human TNF
overexpression, as well as IL1 KO, failed in showing a clear link between systemic levels of cytokines and
disc degeneration progression during aging [46], [72]. On the other hand, several other studies have shown
a catabolic and degenerative contribution of local inflammation to the promotion of disc degeneration [45],
[73], [74]. In conclusion, understanding the biological and molecular processes of disc aging and
degeneration is essential to elucidate the genesis and critical factors of this disease.
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Chap.1 Figure 4: Disc Aging and Degeneration: Intervertebral disc aging shows similar morphological
changes among different species: mouse, pig, and Human. Aged groups present an increase in fibrotic tissue
levels and matrix disorganization, followed by a decrease in water content. Figure adapted from Vo et al.
2016 [47].
1.2.1 Models of Disc Degeneration
The absence of an appropriate animal model is still one of the main barriers to understand the
pathology of intervertebral disc degeneration further. In this sense, several large and small animals were
used for genetic and injury manipulation [75]. However, injury models rely on acute trauma, usually by
complete or incomplete puncture of the annulus fibrosus from the outside, promoting inflammatory and
immune response [76]. This methodology, except for acute/traumatic herniations, does not reproduce most
of the Human cases of progressive disc degeneration such as aging [77]. Therefore, genetic modification
allows the study of single genes, proteins and their contribution to the disease, but do not capture the
multivariable and complexity of human etiology [14], [78], [79]. Nevertheless, there are other exciting
animals’ models like chondrodystrophic dogs, and sand rats (Psammomys obesus), a desert gerbil, that
show early-onset spontaneous disc degeneration, but their limited availability and high costs associated limits
their use in research [80], [81]. Noteworthy, small animal models like mice and rats have been attractive to
7

research due to their economical convenience, but also their variety of tools and biological similarities with
humans. Indeed, in the musculoskeletal field this approach has successfully helped to study and
comprehend several common and rare human conditions diseases of the skeleton [82]–[85]. Importantly,
the intervertebral disc presents noticeable differences in anatomical size and mechanical loading (quadruped
versus bipedal) between mouse and Human. Still, the mouse model has been crucial to understanding the
embryonic development and origin of the disc compartments: NP cells as notochord derived cells, and AF
as sclerotome/somite derivatives [86]–[89]. Additionally, histology progression, mechanics changes, cell
response, and matrix progression in disc degeneration is comparable between murine and Human spine.
Indeed, despite different anatomy and biomechanics orientation of the spine, several studies have already
clearly concluded that loading distribution among the vertebras is similar between quadrupeds and bipeds
animals [90]. Actually, vertebra’s trabecular orientation is the same among quadrupeds and bipeds animals,
further suggesting similar loading forces among quadrupeds and humans [90]. Finally, different groups have
also shown that intervertebral disc aging, disc grading systems, herniation processes, cell death, and matrix
catabolism remodeling are strictly transversal between in humans and mice [13], [58], [66], [91]. Thus,
mice are an attractive and reliable approach to study the molecular and phenotypes of disc aging, which will
help to understand the human disc disease complexity further.

1.3 Senescence
In both human and mouse models, age-related senescence correlates with degenerative phenotypes
of the disc [92], [93]. However, the causality and mechanism linking senescence and disc degeneration are
still unknown [94]. Senescence is a cell state characterized by three major hall makers: cell growth arrest,
apoptotic-resistance, and senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP) [94], [95]. Many factors
contribute to this phenotype, including telomere attrition, oncogenes activation, and cell stress (e.g.,
oxidative, genotoxic, cytokine) [94], [95]. p53, p16Ink4a, and p21 are master regulators of all these
molecular networking, contributing to cell cycle arrest, changes in cytokines, chemokines and matrix
catabolic proteins expression, and promoting microenvironment fibrosis, loss of function and inflammation
[55], [94], [96], [97]. In detail, SASP varies in different tissues but shares three main components:
inflammation - IL1, IL6, and MCP1 signaling; matrix catabolism - increased activity of metalloproteinases and
ADAMTS enzymes; and tissue fibrosis – TGF-β pathway [98]. All these pathways unbalance local
microenvironment and homeostasis, leading to tissue degeneration and aging [99]. In vitro, NP cells respond
8

to oxidative stress and cytokines, like TNF, by increasing senescence status, apoptosis, and matrix catabolic
pathways [45], [100]. Importantly, production of cytokines, chemokines, and other pro-inflammatory
molecules like tumor necrosis factor-α (TNF-α), interleukins IL-α/β, IL-6, and IL-17, and interferon γ (IFN-γ)
have already been shown to play an essential role in promoting disc degeneration [101]–[105]. TNF-α and
IL-1β activate the expression of matrix metallopeptidases (MMPs) 1, 3, 7, 9, and 13 [106] and A disintegrinlike and metalloprotease with thrombospondin type-1 motifs (ADAMTS) 1, 4, 5, 9 and 15 [107] triggering
matrix degradation [108]. Despite the extensive literature in inflammation and matrix catabolism of the
intervertebral disc, senescence, and its contribution to the degenerative cascade in vivo in the NP is still not
well understood. p16Ink4a is a potent inhibitor of proliferation that disrupts cell cycle progression by altering
the association between cyclin-dependent kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6) and cyclin D1 [109]. Moreover,
p16Ink4a is also a key marker of chronic senescence that robustly correlates with other senescence markers
such as the increased lysosomal activity of β−galactosidase (SA-βgal), phosphorylated histone H2A
(γH2AX) and decreased levels of Ki67 expression [110], [111]. Accordingly, recent studies have shown that
clearance of p16Ink4a-expressing cells mitigates some aspects of degenerative in disease and aging models
[112]–[115]. Similar clearing systemic p16 positive cells decreased matrix catabolism and age-related
degeneration in the intervertebral disc [49]. Yet, this study did not clarify the causality effect of p16Ink4a
driving senescence-related dysfunction or whether senescent cells, expressing p16, mediated these effects.

Chap.1 Figure 5: Cell Senescence Phenotype: Senescence is cell state characterized by three major hall
makers: cell growth arrest, apoptotic-resistance, and senescence-associated secretory phenotype (SASP)
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[94], [95]. Tissue senescence cells promote tissue dysfunction by increasing fibrosis, inflammation, and
senescence locally. Figure adapted from Campisi 2007 and Munoz et al. 2014 [94], [131].
1.3.1 Senolytic Drugs
Noteworthy, senescence correlates with the majority of chronic disease including dementia,
atherosclerosis, diabetes, osteoarthritis, and lung idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis [114]–[118]. Interestingly,
transplantation of senescence cells into the knee joint accelerated the process of osteoarthritis, clearly
suggesting a causality contribution to the pathology [119]. As a result, different approaches, such as
transgenic INK-ATTAC mice, have been explored to target senescence cells and delay/rescue disease states.
This mouse model allows the clearance of senescence cells when administering a drug, AP20187, that
targets ATTAC, a “suicide” protein, linked to p16Ink4a [112], [120]. Another interesting approach taken was
targeting SASP. SASP composition varies depending on the senescence stimuli and tissue-specific cells
[121]. Remarkable, several drugs such as Metformin, Rapamycin, and Ruxolitinib, a JAK1/2 inhibitor,
alleviate metabolic diseases, decrease frailty index and increase life span in mice [100], [121], [122].
Additionally, MLL, a SASP inhibitor, was shown to have similar results in alleviating conditions related to
aging and cellular senescence when administered intermittently [123]. Despite these exciting results, these
SASP targeting drugs have a broad spectrum of activation, making it hard to clarify what is SASP and offtarget effects. Early in 2015, Zhu et al. showed that senescence cells depend on specific molecular networks
that selectively target and induce senescent cell death [124]. In more detail, these pathways found included
BCL-2/BCL-XL, PI3K/AKT, p53/p21/serpines, dependence receptors/ tyrosine kinases, and HIF-1α prosurvival mechanism. Thus, compounds such as Dasatinib, a tyrosine kinase inhibitor, and Quercetin, a
flavonoid, were shown to induce apoptosis of senescent cells but not in no-senescent; the combination of
Dasatinib and Quercetin targets BCL-2/BCL.XL, PI3K/AKT, and p53/p21/serpine showed higher efficiency
than each drug alone [121], [124], [125]; ABT-263 that targets BCL-2 pathway [126], [127]. BCL-XL
inhibitors like A1331852 and A1155463 have also shown promising results but perhaps more toxic side
effects [128] Fisetin and Piperlongumine, related to Quercetin, have also shown positive results in targeting
senescent cells [129]. Importantly, all these small molecules showed orally active properties, making them
even more attractive. Indeed, D+Q combination, the most promising candidate for this senolytic drug
approach, has shown promising results clearing senescent cells in Humans by targeting senescence and
improving physical capacity in Humans [125], [130]. Noteworthy, in animal models, D+Q treatment showed
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comparable outcomes to INK-ATTAC mice and better results than Navitoclax in targeting senescence and
ameliorating disease state [115]. Additionally, treated animals showed lower levels senescent markers p16Ink4a expression and senescence-associated β-galactosidase (SA-βgal), telomere-associated DNA
damage foci, as well as SASP [84], [115], [117]. Nevertheless, more studies are needed to explore possible
off-target effects, optimal treatment conditions (time window, stating point, drug concentrations), and the
safety of these drugs.

Chap.1 Figure 6: Senolytic Drugs: Table with the main compounds with senolytic potential. Adapted from
Kirkland et al. 2017 [121].
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1.4 The goal of Proposed Studies
Altogether, it is clear that aging and senescence are two critical factors associated with intervertebral disc
degeneration. However, several aspects remain unexplored. Thus, during my PhD., I purposed myself to
study the transcriptome and morphological changes during physiological aging in 3 different mouse strains
and then to compare to human health and degenerated discs. Additionally, I have also explored the
senescence status and regulation in different animal models and tested the potential of D+Q treatment to
target senescence and alleviating degeneration progression in the intervertebral disc.

The specific aims of the study are as follow:
1. Understand the role of aging in the intervertebral degeneration:
A. Characterize aging phenotype in the Intervertebral disc of 3 strains: C57/B6 mice (classical age
model), LG/J (super healer mouse), and SM/J (poor healer mouse model).
B. Characterize the transcriptome of the three strains and compared to human health and
degenerated discs.
2. Understand the role of senescence in the intervertebral disc aging and degeneration:
A. Characterize the aging senescence phenotype in C57/B6 mice.
B. Study the role of p16ink4a in disc aging and senescence.
3. Test senescence as a potential therapeutic target to prevent disc degeneration:
A. See the effect of long-term treatment of Dasatinib + Quercetin combination in preventing agerelated disc degeneration in C57/B6 mice.
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2.1 Abstract
Intervertebral disc degeneration presents a wide spectrum of clinically degenerative disc phenotypes,
however the contribution of genetic background to the degenerative outcomes has not been established. We
characterized the spinal-phenotype of 3 mouse strains with varying cartilage-regenerative potential at 6- and
23-months: C57BL/6, LG/J and SM/J. All strains showed different aging phenotypes. Importantly, LG/J
mice showed an increased prevalence of dystrophic disc calcification in caudal discs with aging. Quantitativehistological analyses of LG/J and SM/J caudal discs evidenced accelerated degeneration compared to BL6,
with cellular disorganization and cell loss together with fibrosis of the NP, respectively. Along with the higher
grades of disc degeneration, SM/J, at 6M, also differed the most in terms of NP gene expression compared
to other strains. Moreover, although we found common DEGs between BL6 and LG/J aging, most of them
were divergent between the strains. Noteworthy, the common DEGs altered in both LG/J and BL6 aging were
associated with inflammatory processes, response to stress, cell differentiation, cell metabolism and cell
division. Results suggested that disc calcification in LG/J resulted from a dystrophic calcification process
likely aggravated by cell death, matrix remodeling, changes in calcium/phosphate homeostasis and cell
transformation. Lastly, we report 7 distinct phenotypes of human disc degeneration based on transcriptomic
profiles, that presented similar pathways and DEGs found in aging mouse strains. Together, our results
suggest that disc aging and degeneration depends on the genetic background and involves changes in various
molecular pathways, which might help to explain the diverse phenotypes seen during disc disease.
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2.2 Introduction
Despite the multifactorial etiology of disc degeneration, one of the critical risk factors is aging[1],[2].
This is becoming more important as increasing lifespan is contributing to a rise in age-dependent diseases.
It is known that over the course of lifespan, discs experience decreased levels and quality of extracellular
matrix proteins, compromised biomechanical properties, increase in inflammatory cytokine expression,
catabolic processes, and cell death[3], [4]. Similarly, senescence, herniations and calcifications have been
correlated with degenerative phenotypes in the disc [5]. Accordingly, the term degenerative disc disease is
an umbrella term that encompasses multiple phenotypes. It is therefore important to delineate the molecular
basis of these distinct pathologies and their contribution to disc aging and degeneration.

The absence of an appropriate animal model is a barrier for a better understanding of the nuances
of disc aging and degeneration. Many experimental models, ranging from large to small animals, and from
mechanically induced injury to genetic manipulations have been developed for this purpose [3], [5]–[7].
Injury models rely on acute trauma, usually by annular puncture with consequent inflammatory and immune
responses. While injury models are of interest to study acute herniations and the role of inflammation in
pathology, they do not recapitulate the chronic cases of human disc degeneration, especially those related
to aging[7]. Likewise, genetic modification allows insights into how a single gene or protein contributes to the
inflammation-driven disc herniations and or degeneration but does not capture the multivariable complexity
of the aging phenotype[8]. Nevertheless, models such as mice and rats are attractive for studying disc aging
due to their genetic similarity with humans and the availability of tools for population genetics. Importantly,
several studies have shown comparable changes in histology, mechanical properties, cellular responses, and
matrix remodeling during disc degeneration in mice and humans[4], [6].

SM/J, a poor healer mouse strain, and LG/J, a super healer strain, have recently become an
attractive system to study disc degeneration due to their opposing phenotypes [6] While SM/J mice showed
early-onset, spontaneous disc degeneration, it is not known how their genetic background influences disc
aging. To address these questions, we characterized the spinal-phenotype of 6-month (6M) and 23-monthold (23M) SM/J, LG/J and C57BL/6 (BL6) mice, the most widely used strain in aging and disc research
which exhibits poor healing capabilities compared to LG/J mice[6]. Our results show that LG/J mice are
prone to developing dystrophic disc calcification in caudal spine with aging and the aging phenotype is distinct
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between 3 strains. Transcriptomic analysis showed SM/J differs the most from the other strains at 6M,
exhibiting highest grades of degeneration. Interestingly, during aging strains shared only a small subset of
genes related to stress response, cell differentiation, inflammation related pathways and cell metabolism
with LG/J mice showing differences in pathways concerned with cell death, calcium homeostasis and
endochondral processes. Signatures of calcium homeostasis, cell death and endochondral genes were also
captured in hierarchical clustering analysis of transcriptomic data from human NP tissues. Together, the
findings highlight the contribution of the genetic background to spectrum of degenerative phenotypes seen
during aging and disc degeneration.
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2.3 Results

LG/J mice have a higher prevalence of age-dependent disc calcification than SM/J and BL6
To investigate how genetic background affects disc phenotype with aging we analyzed the spines of
6M and 23M BL6, LG/J and SM/J mice by CT and histology. CT analysis showed high prevalence of disc
calcification in caudal spine of 23M LG/J mice with a comparable mineral density to vertebral cortical bone
(Fig. 1A-C). Calcification presented a wide distribution, size and morphology (Fig. 1C) and affected both NP
and AF (Fig. 1D-E’). Noteworthy, several LG/J animals showed increased incidence of calcification at Ca6-7,
Ca7-8 and Ca8-9, whether this is due to differential loading at these levels remains to be seen. There was a
lack of disc calcification in 23M-old BL6 and SM/J mice (Fig. 1A, SFig. 2A) and in LG/J lumbar spine (SFig.
2A). Alizarin Red staining showed presence of pronounced free calcium in 23M LG/J disc that was not
restricted to the mineral nodules (Fig. 1D-E’ and SFig. 2B). FTIR-studies showed that this calcification was
apatitic with a comparable spectral profile to the mineral in the vertebrae (Fig. 1F). We analyzed the peaks
corresponding to phosphate - 960 cm-1(Fig. 1G-G’), carbonate - 870 cm-1(Fig. H-H’) and protein - 1665 cm(Fig. 1I-I’). Although, phosphate and carbonate levels in the disc were comparable to the vertebrae (Fig. 1G-

1

H’), the ratio of phosphate to protein content was much higher in the disc (Fig. 1I-I’). This suggested that
LG/J disc mineralization was not associated with matrix and thus dystrophic in nature. While plasma analysis
showed that 23M LG/J mice had a slight increase in levels of free calcium compared to SM/J, levels were
comparable to BL6. With aging, both LG/J and SM/J mice showed increased activity of TNAP, without
differences between the strains. Levels of fetuin-A were higher in LG/J but virtually undetectable in the SM/J
mice. Plasma glucose was significantly decreased in SM/J mice as compared to BL6 and LG/J mice without
any strain-dependent change in creatine, sodium and albumin (Fig. 1J). These results suggested that there
was no clear correlation between the plasma chemistry and strain-specific mineralization phenotype. We
then decided to focus on analyzing caudal disc aging due to this calcification phenotype and to avoid
confounding contribution of axial loading on lumbar spine associated with variations in body sizes between
three strains[9].
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Chap.2 Figure 1: LG/J mice present high prevalence of age-dependent disc calcification. (A-C): µCT
showed higher prevalence and widespread distribution of disc calcification in caudal spine of 23M LG/J mice.
Yellow, orange and red arrows (A) and color scale (C) represent small, medium and large size calcifications,
respectively. p ≤ 0.001 ***, χ2 test, BL6 (n=10), LG/J (n=14) and SM/J (n=8). (D-D’) Disc calcifications in
LG/J mice were present in both NP and AF. (E-E’) Alizarin Red staining showed staining of the disc, not
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limited to the calcified nodules. (F) FTIR analysis showed comparable spectral profile between disc
mineralization and vertebrae. Green arrow – amide peak - 1665 cm-1; red arrow - phosphate peak - 960 cm1
; purple arrow - carbonate peak - 870 cm-1; * phosphate peak – 1030 cm-1; ** tape artifact. (G-H’) Phosphate
and carbonate levels in the disc were comparable to the vertebrae. (I-I’) Phosphate to protein ratio was
higher in the disc. (J) Plasma measurements of calcium, phosphorous, TNAP, fetuin, glucose, creatine,
sodium and albumin from 6M and 23M mice. Mann-Whitney test was used for comparing differences
between the groups. ns = not significant; p ≤ 0.05 *; p ≤ 0.01 **; p ≤ 0.01 ***; BL6 (n=10), LG/J (n=14)
and SM/J (n=8). Scale bar D-E’= 200 µm.

LG/J and SM/J mice have distinct phenotypes of age-related disc degeneration compared to BL6
We performed histological analysis of caudal disc of 6- and 23M BL6, LG/J and SM/J mice. There
were differences in tissue architecture and cell morphology in the NP, AF, and EP compartments of all strains
(Fig.2A-I and SFig.2B). Starting at 6M, there were small degenerative changes in LG/J discs compared to
BL6; notably NP cell band showed more interspersed matrix (Fig. 2A-B). SM/J mice, on the other hand,
showed a loss of NP/AF demarcation, a fewer NP cells, and presence of clefts (Fig. 2C). At 23M, in contrast
to LG/J and SM/J, BL6 mice showed very little changes in caudal spine associated with aging; disc
compartments maintained their cellularity and demarcation (Fig. D-F’’). The aging phenotype of LG/J mice
was characterized by an asymmetric cellular organization, with a healthier looking cell band on one side and
a honeycomb organization on the other, paired with increased mucinous material and clefts in the inner AF
(Fig. 2E-E’’). The SM/J phenotype was underscored by lack of cells in the NP, a clear increase in hypertrophic
chondrocyte-like cells in the endplates, and clefts throughout the disc (Fig. 2F-F’’). Histological changes were
quantified using the modified Thompson Grading (SFig.3A) and evidenced different distribution and higher
averages grades of NP degeneration in LG/J and SM/J compared to BL6 mice at both 6- and 23M (Fig. 2G,
H). SM/J mice presented higher average AF grades compared to the other strains at both the time-points
(Fig. 2G, I). Picro-Sirius Red staining and polarized microscopy showed increased collagen staining in the NP
of LG/J and SM/J mice than BL6 (Fig. 2J-M). A similar increase in thin fibers, along with a decrease in thick
fibers in LG/J and SM/J NP and AF compartments compared to BL6 mice (Fig. 2J-L’, N, O).
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Chap.2 Figure 2: Inbred strains show distinct disc phenotypes during aging. (A-F’’) Histology of 6M and
23M mice showed differences in tissue architecture and cell morphology in the NP, AF, and EP. Panels D',
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E' and F' show the area enclosed in dotted boxes in panels D, E and F respectively. (G-I) Modified Thompson
Grading distribution and averages showed small degenerative changes in LG/J mice and BL6 but high
degenerative grades in SM/J mice at 6M. At 23M both LG/J and SM/J mice showed higher degenerative
grades than BL6 mice in the NP. (J-M) Picro-Sirius Red staining and polarized microscopy of discs (N-O)
Analysis of percentage of thin (green), intermediate (yellow) and thick fibers (red). Mann-Whitney test was
used for comparing 6M to 23M in each strain. Kruskal-Wallis and χ2 test were used to perform comparison
between the 3 strains. BL6 (n=10), LG/J (n=14) and SM/J (n=8), 4 levels per strain were analyzed. Scale
bar A-F and J-L’= 200 µm; Scale bar D’-F=50 µm. NP – nucleus pulposus; AF – annulus fibrosus; EP –
endplate; GP – growth plate, VB - vertebra.
Aged inbred mice strains evidenced changes in extracellular matrix composition
We assessed the differences in disc matrix composition in 3 strains at 23M. Old SM/J showed the
least amount of collagen I in NP whereas both SM/J and LG/J had comparable but lower abundance in the
AF (Fig. 3A-A’’’’). Collagen II showed higher levels in both LG/J and BL6 NP than SM/J, without significant
strain dependent differences in collagen II abundance in the AF (Fig. 3B-B’’’’). Interestingly, Collagen X,
hypertrophic chondrocyte marker expressed during disc degeneration[6], was higher in NP of BL6 compared
to SM/J and LG/J (Fig. 3C-C’’’’). However, we also observed more pronounced peri-cellular staining of
collagen X in the SM/J NP, in addition to higher AF levels compared to LG/J and BL6. These results showed
that unique collagen signatures underscored disc aging phenotypes in these three strains[6].
We examined aggrecan content and functionality parameters. LG/J and BL6 mice showed higher
aggrecan abundance compared to SM/J (Fig. 3D-D’’’’). Interestingly, BL6 showed the least chondroitin
sulfate staining in both compared to LG/J and SM/J (Fig. 3E-E’’’’). Additionally, SM/J mice showed higher
ARGXX neoepitope abundance in the NP compared to both LG/J and BL6 mice, with increased and
comparable AF levels to LG/J and BL6 respectively (Fig. 3F-F’’’’). These results suggested that each strain
at 23M exhibit a different aggrecan functionality profile.
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Chap.2 Figure 3: Aged inbred mouse strains evidenced changes in matrix composition. Staining and
abundance in NP and AF compartments of important extracellular matrix proteins in 23M BL6, LG/J and
SM/J caudal discs (A-A’’’’) Collagen I (B-B’’’’) Collagen II (C-C’’’’) Collagen X (D-D’’’’) Aggrecan (E-E’’’’)
Chondroitin sulfate (F-F’’’’) ARGXX neoepitope. ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis test was used as appropriate; n=6
mice/strain, 2-3 levels per mouse were analyzed. Scale bar A-F’’=50 µm.

LG/J, SM/J and BL6 showed divergent transcriptomic profiles
We performed microarray analysis of NP tissues from 6M LG/J, SM/J and BL6 mice (Fig. 4A). The
transcriptomic profiles of each strain clustered distinctly along principal components (Fig. 4B). Analysis of
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differentially expressed genes (DEG) using FDR<0.05 and Fold Change>2, showed that the highest
percentage of DEGs (55%) belonged to SM/J. Since BL6 showed lowest grades of degeneration than both
LG/J and SM/J, and LG/J and SM/J had comparable degeneration scores, we performed gene enrichment
analysis using PANTHER Overrepresentation Test[10] using BL6 as reference. Volcano plot from LG/J vs
BL6 comparison showed distribution of 863 DEGs used for enrichment analysis (Fig. 4D). LG/J up-regulated
DEGs showed enrichment of extracellular matrix organization, wound healing, tissues remodeling and cell
adhesion (Fig. 4F). Down-regulated DEGs in LG/J were enriched for immune system processes, response to
stress, cell adhesion as well as cell death (Fig. 4F). Comparison of SM/J vs BL6 showed 5797 DEGs (Fig.
4G). SM/J up-regulated DEGs were enriched for cell differentiation, cell death, ion transport, MAPK cascade
and response to cytokines pathways (Fig. 4H). Whereas, SM/J down-regulated DEGs were enriched for
autophagy, oxidative phosphorylation, response to oxidative stress, endoplasmic stress, fatty acid boxidation
and proton transmembrane transport (Fig. 4I). To gain further insights, we queried select genes that
contributed to these enrichments. In LG/J we found that adhesion related genes Itga7, Itgbl1, Lgals1 and
Sdc3 were up-regulated along with matrix modulator genes Tgf1, Tgf2, Col5a and Mmp14 (Fig. 4J). We also
noticed up-regulation of hypertrophic chondrocyte markers Ctgf, Col10a1 and Runx1; down-regulation of
stress factors Hsp90a1, Hsp90b1, Slc2a1 (GLUT1) and ion channels Slc12a2, Vps4b and Vps4a in SM/J
mice as previously reported[6].
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Chap.2 Figure 4: SM/J and LG/J showed divergent transcriptomic profiles at 6M. (A) Schematic
summarizing Microarray analysis. (B) Transcriptomic profiles of 6M BL6 (n=7), LG/J (n=5) and SM/J (n=6)
mice clustered distinctly along principal components. (C) Venn Diagram from DEGs, Fold Change>2, FDR ≤
0.05 (D) Volcano Plot, showing up- and downregulated DEGs from LG/J vs BL6 comparison, used for GO
Process enrichment analysis (E) Representative GO processes of upregulated genes in LG/J vs BL6 (F)
Representative GO processes of downregulated genes in LG/J vs BL6. (G) Volcano Plot, showing up- and
downregulated DEGs from SM/J vs BL6 comparison. (H) Representative GO processes of upregulated genes
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in SM/J vs BL6 (I) Representative GO processes of downregulated genes in SM/J vs BL6. GO analysis was
performed using PANTHER Overrepresentation Test, GO Ontology database annotation, binomial statistical
test with FDR < 0.05. Representative genes from select GO processes different between (J) LG/J vs BL6 and
(K) SM/J vs BL/6.

Comparison of aging BL6 and LG/J mice uncovers biological pathways that are independent and dependent
on the strain background.
To explore the mechanisms characterizing disc aging and dystrophic mineralization in LG/J mice, we
performed microarray analysis of NP tissues from 23M BL6 and LG/J mice and compared it to 6M data
from respective strains. Lack of enough viable cells in SM/J NP precluded their analysis at 23M (SFig. 3)[6].
The transcriptomic profiles of each group clustered distinctly along principal components (Fig. 5A). Analysis
of DEGs with aging showed a limited overlap of 9.8% in up-regulated and 15.8% in down-regulated genes
between strains. To first explore the common aging related DEGs we perform enrichment analysis of up- and
down- regulated genes that change in both LG/J and BL6 aging (23M vs 6M). The common up-regulated
DEGs showed an enrichment of inflammatory process, stress and cell differentiation (Fig. 5C and SFig. 4AB) while down-regulation of common DEGs related to cell metabolism and cell division was noted (Fig. 5E
and SFig. 4C). To study the crosstalk between the aging phenotype and transcriptomic progression specific
to LG/J and BL6 mice, we individually analyzed the aging pathways and DEGs in each of the strains. Upregulated genes in old BL6 showed an enrichment of pathways related to blood circulation, ATP and oxidationreduction processes, calcium ion homeostasis and inflammation response (SFig. 5A-B and D). Whereas
down-regulated BL6 DEGs were enriched in immune response and regulation of gene expression (SFig. 5C
and E). LG/J specific aging DEGs (SFig. 6A) were enriched for cell differentiation, response to stress,
inflammation, cell death, cell cycle, phosphate metabolism and glucose homeostasis (SFig. 6B and D). While
down-regulated LG/J DEGs enriched into DNA repair, cell cycle and immune response related processes.
We then explored how LG/J differed from BL6 at 23M, (Fig 5F) and found that up-regulated DEGs were
enriched for phosphate metabolism, cell differentiation, response to stress, cell death, inflammation
response, wound healing, matrix organization and osteoblast differentiation (Fig. 5G). Similarly, downregulated DEGs were associated with immune response, cell-cell adhesion, inflammation and leukocyte
migration (Fig. 5H). Specifically, among enriched pathways, endochondral bone related DEGs showed
increased levels of BMP6, Tgfb2, Runx2, Fgf2 and Postn, but a decrease in Sp7, Bglap Alpl and Col10a1
(Fig. 5I and SFig. 7D-F). Related to cell death, LG/J showed increased expression of Mapk4, Dusp6, Fosb,
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Fos, Casp6, Casp4, Rela and decreased Bcl2 (Fig. 5J and SFig. 7C). We also found increased expression of
several key genes related to phosphate/calcium homeostasis and decreased expression of those involved in
calcium binding (Fig. 5K and SFig. 7F). These results suggest that although the strains showed some
commonality during aging, strain-dependent biological processes have a higher contribution to the
transcriptomic signature of aged NP cells.
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Chap.2 Figure 5: BL6 and LG/J mice comparison uncovers biological pathways that are independent
and dependent on the strain background. (A) Transcriptomic profiles of 6M BL6 (n=7), 23M BL6 (n=7),
6M LG/J (n=5) and 23M LG/J (n=5) clustered distinctly along principal components. (B) Venn Diagram of
upregulated DEGs from BL6 23M vs 6M and LG/J 23M vs 6M, FDR ≤ 0.05. (C) Representative GO processes
of the common upregulated genes between BL6 23M vs 6M and LG/J 23M vs 6M. (D) Venn Diagram of
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downregulated DEGs from BL6 23M vs 6M and LG/J 23M vs 6M, FDR ≤ 0.05. (E) Representative GO
processes of the common downregulated genes between BL6 23M vs 6M and LG/J 23M vs 6M (F) Volcano
Plot of DEGs from LG/J 23M vs BL6 23M, used for GO Process enrichment analysis, Fold Change>2,
FDR≤0.05. (G) Representative GO processes of upregulated genes in LG/J 23M vs BL6 23M. (H)
Representative GO processes of downregulated genes in LG/J 23M vs BL6 23M. (I-K) Representative DEGs
from selected GO processes from 23 M LG/J vs 23M BL6. (L) TUNEL (arrows) and Ki67 staining of 23M
LG/J and BL6 discs. t-test or Mann-Whitney test was used as appropriate. n=6 mice/strain were analyzed.

LG/J shows increased cell death without changes in NP marker expression.
We performed TUNEL assay to investigate whether there was increased cell death in aged LG/J mice.
There were increased number of TUNEL positive cells in LG/J mice with a concomitant decrease in survival
molecule p21[5], and little change in Ki67 levels. Despite increased cell death, the total number of cells in
NP were comparable between LG/J and BL6 (Fig. 5L and SFig. 7A-B). Levels of NP-markers CA3 and GLUT1
were similar between the two strains but a complete absence of staining was seen in SM/J[6] (SFig. 7A).

Inbred strain comparison shows differential effects of aging on vertebral bone parameters
Previously report suggested that LG/J mice have superior bone quality parameters compared to
SM/J and BL6 mice[11]. To assess the impact of aging on vertebral health, we compared the bone
morphology in the caudal spine of 3 stains using µCT (SFig.1A). Although significant changes in the vertebral
height were found between the strains, the disc height index (DHI) was comparable at 23M (SFig.1B). There
was reduction in trabecular bone parameters in LG/J and SM/J compared to BL6 at 23M, with decrease in
BV/TV, trabecular thickness, and number with an increase in trabecular spacing (SFig.1C-D). Cortical bone
analysis showed higher bone volume, thickness, closed porosity and mean polar inertia in LG/J mice
compared to both BL6 and SM/J. Additionally, SM/J presented a decrease in cross-sectional thickness along
with an increase in closed porosity compared to BL6 and LG/J mice (SFig.1E-F). Together, CT analysis
showed that although there were small differences among the strains at 6M, by 23M, the aged SM/J mice
evidenced the lowest values for parameters defining vertebral bone composition, whereas LG/J mice showed
lower values of trabecular bone than BL6 but thicker and more resistant cortical bone than the two strains.

Degenerated human discs show distinct transcriptomic profiles and enriched biological pathways found in
aging mouse strains
To understand the relationship between mouse models and human pathology, we re-analyzed
microarray data set of healthy and degenerated human NP tissues from a previous study by Kazezian et al.
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(GSE70362)[12]. Interestingly, the transcriptomic profiles of healthy vs degenerated discs did not cluster
distinctly according to standard histological grades of degeneration (Fig. 6A). Therefore, using a hierarchical
clustering of transcriptomes of all the available healthy (grade 1 and 2 - in blue) and degenerated (grades
3, 4 and 5 – in red) NP samples, with a cut-off of dissimilarity<0.5 (Euclidean distance), we categorized the
samples into 7 degenerative groups – red boxes, and 3 healthy groups – green boxes (Fig. 6B). From these
groups, we compared the Cluster A (healthy cluster with most samples – 5) to the remaining 7 degenerative
clusters. This new analysis showed that each cluster organized together along the principal components (Fig.
6C). To further explore the differences and similarities of gene expression from these cluster comparisons
we performed enrichment Biological Processes analysis of both up-regulated and down-regulated DEGs. Due
to the divergent transcriptome signature of each degenerative cluster, we found that while some enriched
pathways were similar, each cluster also presented unique enriched pathways (Fig. 6D-G and SFig. 8).
Moreover, not all the clusters showed enrichment of up- and down-regulated DEGs in biological pathways.
Interestingly, similar to LG/J mice, cluster 1 and 7 presented up-regulated DEGs enriched for response to
stress, wound healing, cell death, endochondral bone and inflammation pathways (Fig. 6D-E). While, downregulated DEGs from cluster 1 were enriched for nitrogen metabolic process, cilium organization and
assembly and G protein-coupled receptor signaling pathway, Cluster 7 shown altered mitochondria
homeostasis, cell division, phosphorous metabolism and extracellular matrix organization (Fig. 6F.G). We
found that genes that changed in aged LG/J (vs BL6) such as TGFb1, TGFb2, Runx2, Adamts5, Postn,
Dusp4, Casp4 and Casp6 were present in both Clusters 1 and 7 (Fig. 6H). Lastly, we performed enrichment
analysis on DEGs from comparisons of remaining degenerative clusters with Cluster A (Fig. 6I). By analyzing
the up-regulated DEGs we found that cell death was found in 4 different clusters; cell differentiation,
angiogenesis and response to stress in 3; inflammation and response to oxygen in 2 clusters; regulation of
macrophages and phosphorus in 1(Fig. 6D-E and SFig. 8). Whereas, down-regulated DEGs were enriched
for nitrogen metabolism in 4 clusters; mitochondria homeostasis/respiration, cell division and
ion/intracellular transport in 3; cell adhesion, DNA repair/telomere organization, cilium organization and
NADH dehydrogenases regulation in 2 clusters; extracellular matrix and phosphorous metabolism in 1 (Fig.
6F-G and SFig. 8). These results suggested that disc degeneration is not a uniform molecular process, but,
similar to wide spectrum of degenerative morphological phenotypes[1], it is underscored by multiple
molecular signatures.
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Chap.2 Figure 6: Degenerated human discs show distinct transcriptomic profiles and cluster 1 and 7
present similar enriched pathways with LG/J 23M. (A) Schematic showing PCA clustering of GSE70362
deposited micro-array data based on histological grades (B) Hierarchical clustering of DEGs, p≤0.05, showed
7 degenerative groups – red boxes, and 3 healthy groups – green boxes, with dissimilarly < 0.5 cut-off
Euclidean distance. (C) PCA of clusters obtained in (B). (D) Representative GO processes of upregulated
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genes between Cluster 1 (degenerated) and cluster A (healthy), FDR≤0.1. (E) Representative GO processes
of upregulated genes between Cluster 7 (degenerated) and cluster A (healthy), FDR ≤0.1 (F) Representative
GO processes of downregulated genes between Cluster 1 and Cluster A FDR ≤0.1. (G) Representative GO
processes of downregulated genes between Cluster 7 and cluster A, FDR≤0.1 (H) Representative DEGs in
comparisons from cluster 1 vs cluster A and cluster 7 vs cluster A (I) Representative table of the cluster
details used for enrichment analysis.
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2.4 Discussion
While disc degeneration is complex and thought to have contributions from a multiple factors, aging
is considered one of the major risk factors[4], [5]. Human disc degeneration has diverse phenotypes ranging
from loss of disc height, herniations and disc calcification[1], however, the contribution of genetic background
to these aging phenotypes is not well understood. Commonly used animals models with disc injury or genetic
modifications have recapitulated some of these phenotypes, but do not provide insights why aging has such
a wide spectrum of disc degeneration outcomes [5], [6]. In this study, we show that the disc aging phenotype
is dependent on the strain background in mice. While BL6 and SM/J mice present with a mild to fibrotic
degeneration respectively, LG/J mice, recapitulate several aspects of human age-dependent disc calcification
and evidence aging transcriptomic changes that are both dependent and independent of the strain
background.
BL6 mice are considered gold-standard model for aging studies and are widely used to characterize
the aging of the spine [4], [5]. It is well known that human disc aging and degeneration comprises a wide
spectrum of phenotypes, many of which are not recapitulated in the BL6 model, i.e. disc calcification[1], [2].
Interestingly, CT analysis of LG/J mice showed ~80% prevalence of disc calcification in the caudal spine of
old mice. Histological studies showed that this calcification was widespread and affected both the NP and
AF. Additionally, presence of high concentration of free calcium not associated with a mineralization nodules
and matrix proteins suggested its dystrophic nature. While studies of single gene knockouts affecting PPi
metabolism showed ectopic mineralization of the AF and adjacent ligaments [13], [14] LG/J mice
recapitulated age-dependent disc calcification that affected both the NP and AF similar to elderly humans[2].
Studies have also shown a causal relationship between systemic activity of TNAP that degrades PPi into Pi
and ectopic calcification of soft tissues [15]. Interestingly, blood analysis showed that several mineral
metabolism markers including free Ca2+, phosphorous were not affected by the strain background. While
TNAP levels increased with aging in LG/J mice so did they in SM/J mice which also showed decreased levels
of fetuin, a known inhibitor of ectopic calcification[16]. Despite these differences in TNAP and fetuin, SM/J
mice did not evidence disc mineralization suggesting that systemic mineral metabolism had little effect on
the intradiscal mineralization. Importantly, a previous study showed that LG/J mice despite having higher
articular cartilage healing potential, evidenced increased susceptibility to synovial and meniscus calcifications
following knee trauma [17]. Our results are in line with these findings that stressors like trauma and aging
may promote mineralization in LG/J mice. Moreover, there was a higher incidence of calcification at Ca6-7,
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Ca7-8 and Ca8-9, whether increased mechanical/loading stress at these levels could be a contributing factor
remains to be seen. Additionally, our results clearly showed that unlike caudal discs, lumbar discs of LG/J
mice do not show calcification underscoring the importance of anatomic location, and consequently local
mechanical environment, in predisposition to a degenerative phenotype[18].
BL6, LG/J and SM/J discs showed different tissue and cellular organization with aging. Interestingly,
BL6 caudal discs showed little increase in degeneration grades with aging as reported for lumbar and cervical
spine [4]. This is not surprising as in humans, prevalence of disc degeneration is higher at lumbar L5/S1
and cervical C5/C6 than the others levels, suggesting that factors such as the local mechanical environment
could play an important role in increasing the susceptibility to degeneration[18]. While, SM/J mice presented
higher grades of degeneration at 6M[6], they showed progressive changes with an increase in NP fibrosis.
This was not unexpected since at 17 week SM/J mice were shown to have fewer NP cells, and those
remaining exhibited a hypertrophic chondrocyte-like phenotype responsible for secretion of collagenous
fibrotic matrix [6]. While most hypertrophic cells in NP did not survive at 23M, early changes in cell fate
supports an overall decrease in aggrecan content [6]. We also observed an accumulation of ARGXX
neoepitope in the AF of old SM/J suggesting increased aggrecanase activity [19]. Whereas, at 6M, LG/J
mice showed only a small increase in disc degeneration compared to BL6, however the divergence was more
pronounced with aging. Likewise, despite comparable grades of degeneration to SM/J at 23M, the LG/J
phenotype was completely distinct in terms of matrix dynamics and mineralization. Previous studies have
established a relationship between increased fibrosis, elevated matrix degradation and decreased aggrecan
content with increased intervertebral disc stiffness and loss of mechanical properties [6] underscoring
plausible functional differences between these strains. These results suggested a strong reliance of agedependent disease progression and phenotypic presentation on the genetic background.

Animal studies have largely overlooked the contribution of genetic background on disc aging
phenotypes[5], [20], [21]. This is important since, previous studies with twins’ cohorts have reported a strong
correlation between familiar aggregation and disc degeneration[22], [23]. Along with the higher grades of
disc degeneration seen in SM/J at 6M, they differed the most in terms of gene expression compared to BL6
and LG/J. This suggested that severity and rate of progression of morphological changes were reflected in
magnitude of changes at transcriptomic levels. Interestingly the genes and pathways that altered in SM/J
such as cell differentiation, cell death, ion and proton transport and metabolic processes supported previous
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observations in this model[6]. Surprisingly, although we found common DEGs between BL6 and LG/J with
aging, most of them were divergent between the strains. Alterations in genes that are associated with
inflammatory processes, response to stress, cell differentiation, cell metabolism and cell division were
shared. Recent aging studies supports the importance of inflammation and metalloproteases secretion[5],
[20], cell differentiation[24] and cell cycle[5], [25] in disc health. Moreover, comparison of altered pathways
in LG/J aging with changes seen between old LG/J vs BL6, suggested that 23M LG/J mice evidence similar
changes in cell differentiation/ossification, inflammation, cell death, phosphate metabolism along with
altered DNA repair and immune response related processes. While enrichment analysis could not establish
causality, they showed a strong association with observed phenotype providing plausible insights into
mechanistic underpinning of the intradiscal calcification. Supporting the contribution of cell death and
elevated free local calcium and phosphate to soft tissue mineralization, previous studies have shown linked
increased tissue cell death to dystrophic calcification [26]. While resident cells in old LG/J mice expressed
NP markers, GLUT-1 and CA3 they also increased expression of endochondral genes BMP6, Tgfb2, Runx2,
Fgf2 and Postn with a concomitant decrease in terminal osteoblastic differentiation markers Sp7, Bglap and
Alpl. Despite the absence of lineage tracing, results suggested the possibility that the resident-NP cells in old
LG/J were not true osteoblasts. This idea is supported by a study that showed limited osteoblast-like
characteristics by smooth muscle cells in the context of ectopic arterial calcification[27]. Concerning increase
in macrophage markers CD14, CD68 and CD163, studies have shown a strong link between macrophage
activation with dystrophic calcification[28] and bone healing[29]. Noteworthy, our recent results showed that
NP cells possess immune cell-like properties and process extracellular antigens[21].

Histological analysis of human tissues have described various morphological features: disc fibrosis
with acellularity, annular clefts, neovascularization, sclerosis of the subchondral bone; ectopic calcification
of the endplate and/or the disc itself; herniation with increased senescent cells[30]. However, the
contribution of these abnormalities in the etiopathogenesis of disc disorders as well as their actual cause –
whether genetic predisposition, tissues response, or altered mechanical environment – are not clear. To
elucidate the genetic signatures of these phenotypes, we analyzed the transcriptomic profiles of nondegenerated and degenerated human discs. Our analysis resulted in 7 distinct clusters of disc degeneration
with unique molecular pathways. We found that several altered pathways in 6-month-old SM/J mice were
represented in several human degenerated clusters: up regulation of cell death in 4 different clusters; cell
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differentiation, and response to stress in 3; and changes in metabolism and ion/intracellular transport in 3
clusters. In addition, inflammation and immune processes altered during BL6 aging, were seen in some
human clusters. Importantly, disc calcification is shown to be present in about ~6% of degenerated human
discs[2]. Interestingly, similar to enriched pathways in old LG/J mice, we found two of the human clusters
showed enrichment of genes in pathways concerning response to stress, wound healing, cell death,
endochondral bone, inflammation, cell division, phosphorous metabolism and extracellular matrix
organization. These similarities support the hypothesis that common molecular pathways underscore disc
degeneration in mice and humans. In conclusion, by analyzing the aging NP signature in inbred mouse
strains, as well as uncovering distinct transcriptomic profiles of human disc degeneration, our studies shed
light on the wide spectrum of disorders presented in degenerative disc disease. Importantly, this study clearly
demonstrated how genetic background can promote specific morphological phenotypes in the disc and
highlights the utility of LG/J mice as a model to study intervertebral disc calcification.
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2.5 Methods

Mice
All animal experiments were performed under IACUC protocols approved by the Thomas Jefferson University.
6M and 22-23M C57BL/6 mice from NIA aged Rodent colony, LG/J (Stock # 000675, Jackson Labs) and
SM/J (Stock # 000687, Jackson Labs) mice at 6M and 23M were analyzed. While LG/J and SM/J life
estimates do not vary considerably[31] no systematic study has provided comparative estimates on cellular
senescence activity between these three strains.

Histological Analysis
Dissected spines were fixed in 4% PFA in PBS for 48 h, decalcified in 20% EDTA and embedded in
paraffin. Spines used for calcified sections were fixed for 2h, treated with 30% sucrose, OCT embedded and
snap frozen. 7 µm mid coronal section were cut from 6 caudal levels (Ca3-9) of each mouse and stained
with Safranin-O/Fast Green/Hematoxylin for assessing histology or Picrosirius red, to visualize the collagen
content. Alizarin- Red staining was used to detect calcium. Staining was visualized using a Axio Imager 2
microscope (Carl Zeiss) using 5×/0.15 N-Achroplan or 20×/0.5 EC Plan-Neofluar objectives (Carl Zeiss) or
a polarizing microscope (Eclipse LV100 POL, Nikon) using 10×/0.25 Pol/WD 7.0 objective, Digital Sight DSFi2 camera, and NIS Elements Viewer software . To evaluate degeneration, mid-coronal sections from > 4
caudal discs per mouse were scored using a modified Thompson grading scale by 4 blinded observers[6].

Immunohistology and cell number measurements
De-paraffinized sections following antigen retrieval were blocked in 5% normal serum in PBS-T, and
incubated with antibodies against Collagen I (1:100, Abcam ab34710), collagen II (1:400, Fitzgerald 70RCR008), collagen X (1:500, Abcam ab58632), aggrecan (1:50, Millipore AB1031); chondroitin sulfate
(1:300, Abcam ab11570); CA3 (1:150, SantaCruz), Ki67 (1:100, Abcam ab15580) and p21 (1:200, Novus
NB100-1941). For GLUT-1 (1:200, Abcam, ab40084) and ARGxx (1:200, Abcam, ab3773) staining, MOM
kit (Vector laboratories, BMK-2202) was used for blocking and primary antibody incubation. Tissue sections
were washed and incubated with Alexa Fluor-594 conjugated secondary antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch
Lab, Inc.,1:700). The sections were mounted with ProLong® Gold Antifade Mountant with DAPI (Fisher
Scientific, P36934) and visualized with Axio Imager 2 microscope using 5×/0.15 N-Achroplan or 20×/0.5
EC Plan-Neofluar objectives (Carl Zeiss). Staining area and cell number quantification was performed using
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the ImageJ software. Images were thresholder to subtract the background, transformed into binary, and then
staining area and cell number were calculated using the analyze particles function.

TUNEL assay
TUNEL staining was performed using “In situ cell death detection” Kit (Roche Diagnostic). Briefly,
sections were de-paraffinized and permeabilized using Proteinase K (20 μg/mL) for 15 min and TUNEL
assay was carried out per manufacturer's protocol. Sections were washed and mounted with ProLong® Gold
Antifade Mountant with DAPI and visualized with Axio Imager 2 microscope.

Tissue RNA isolation and Real time RT-PCR analysis
NP tissue was dissected from caudal discs (Ca1-Ca15) of 6M SM/J (n=6: 4 females, 2 males), 6M
and 23M BL6 mice (n=7: 4 females, 3 males), LG/J (23M n=5: 4 females, 1 males; 23M n=6: 6 males)
and pooled tissue from single animal served as an individual sample. Samples were homogenized and total
RNA was extracted using RNeasy® Mini kit (Qiagen). The purified, DNA-free RNA was converted to cDNA
using EcoDry™ Premix (Clontech). Template cDNA and gene-specific primers (IDT, IN) were added to Power
SYBR Green master mix and expression was quantified using the Step One Plus Real-time PCR System
(Applied Biosystems). HPRT was used to normalize gene expression. Data is represented as mean ± SEM n
≥ 4 mice/group.

Microarray Analysis and Enriched Pathways
Total RNA with RIN 5-9 was used for the analysis. Fragmented biotin-labeled cDNA was synthesized using
the GeneChip WT Plus kit according to ABI protocol (Thermo Fisher). Gene chips (Mouse Clariom S) were
hybridized with biotin-labeled cDNA. Arrays were washed and stained with GeneChip hybridization wash &
stain kit and scanned on an Affymetrix Gene Chip Scanner 3000 7G, using Command Console
Software. Quality Control of the experiment was performed by Expression Console Software v 1.4.1. Chp
files were generated by sst-rma normalization from Affymetrix cel file using Expression Console Software.
Only protein-coding genes were included in the analyses. Detection above background higher than 50% was
used for Significance Analysis of Microarrays (SAM) and the False Discovery Rate (FDR) was set at 5%.
Biological process enrichment analysis was performed using PANTHER Overrepresentation Test, GO
Ontology database annotation, binomial statistical test with FDR≤0.05. Analyses and visualizations were done
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in Affymetrix Transcriptome array console 4.0 software. Array data is deposited in the GEO database
(GSE134955).

Human Microarray Analysis
All samples details were reported by Kazezian et al. and available in GEO database, GSE70362[12].
Degenerative and non-degenerative clusters were obtained by hierarchical clustering of DEGs with a
Euclidean distance < 0.5 cut-off. DEGs used for overrepresented Biological Processes enrichment analysis
using PANTHER Overrepresentation Test, GO Ontology database annotation, binomial statistical test with
FDR≤0.05 of up-and downregulated DEGs between each degenerated cluster and cluster A (healthy).

Micro-CT analysis
Micro-CT (μCT) scanning (Bruker SkyScan 1275) was performed on fixed spines using parameters: 50kV
(voltage), 200μA (current) at 30 μm resolution. The 3D data sets were assessed for bone volume fraction
(BV/ TV), trabecular thickness (Tb. Th), trabecular number (Tb. N) and trabecular separation (Tb. Sp). For
cortical bone analysis, 2D assessments computed cortical bone volume (BV), cross-sectional thickness
(Cs.Th), polar moment of inertia (MMI) and closed porosity percent (Po(cl)). Disc height and vertebral length
were measured at three different points equidistant from the center of the bone on the sagittal plane. Disc
height index (DHI) was calculated [6].

FTIR imaging spectroscopy
IR spectral imaging data in the mid-IR region, 4000-800 cm−1 at 8 cm−1 spectral resolution and 25 μm spatial
resolution was acquired from 10 μm-thick calcified caudal disc sections from 6M and 23M LG/J mice (n = 3
discs/group) using a Spectrum Spotlight 400 FT-IR Imaging system (Perkin Elmer, CT) [6],24. Absorbance for
proteins in the amide I region, 1665 cm−1; calcium the phosphate side chain vibration region, 960 cm−1 and
the carbonate at 870 cm−1 were recorded [32]. The preprocessed spectra were used for K-means cluster
analysis to define anatomical regions and tissue types within the tissue section spectral images[6], which
represent each analyzed peak and ratio. Clustering images were obtain using Spectrum Image Software.

Blood Analysis
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Blood was collected by heart puncture following sacrifice and centrifuged at 1500 rcf, at 4 degrees, for 15
min to obtain plasma and send to measure analyte levels (IDEXX BioAnalytics). Fetuin-A was quantified using
the mouse Fetuin-A/AHSG DuoSet ELISA (R&D Systems) according to the manufacturer’s instructions.

Statistical analysis
Analysis was performed using Prism7 (GraphPad, La Jolla). Data is represented as mean ± SEM. Data
distribution was checked with Shapiro-Wilk normality test and the differences between two groups were
analyzed by t-test or Mann-Whitney as appropriate. The differences between 3 groups were analyzed by
ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis for non-normally distributed data followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test. χ2
test was used to analyze differences between distribution of percentages. p<0.05 was considered a
statistically significant difference.
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2.8 Supplementary

Chap.2 Supplemental Figure 1: Inbred strain comparison shows differential effects of aging on vertebral
bone. (A) 23-month-old LG/J have bigger body size than C57BL/6 and SM/J mice. (B) Vertebral height of
old LG/J was higher than SM/J and C57BL/6 mice. Disc height index (DHI) did not show any difference
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among the strains at either time-points. (C-D) Analysis of reconstructed images from the 3 mouse strains
evidenced reduced trabecular bone parameters in LG/J and SM/J compared to C57BL/6 at 23-months,
with decrease in BV/TV, trabecular thickness, and number with an increase in trabecular spacing. (E-F)
Cortical bone analysis showed higher bone volume, cortical thickness, closed porosity and mean polar inertia
in LG/J mice compared to both C57BL/6 and SM/J. SM/J presented a decrease in cross sectional thickness
along with an increase in closed porosity compared to C57BL/6 and LG/J mice. ANOVA was used to
compare normally distributed data, Kruskal-Wallis was for non-normally distributed data, NS = not significant;
p ≤ 0.05 *; p ≤ 0.01 **; p ≤ 0.01 ***; C57BL/6 (n=10), LG/J (n=14) and SM/J (n=8) mice, 3 caudal levels;
Ca5-7/mouse were analyzed.

Chap.2 Supplemental Figure 2. (A) mCT pictures of lumbar spine from 3 representative 23 month-old
LG/J, BL6 and SM/J mice show lack of intervertebral disc mineralization, entire lumbar spines (6 discs; L1S1/mouse) from 10 C57BL/6, 14 LG/J and 8 SM/J mice were analyzed. (B) Alizarin Red staining of calcified
caudal disc sections showed presence of high levels of free calcium (red signal) in 23-month-old LG/J. There
was lack of any pronounced staining in caudal disc of 23-month-old BL6 and SM/J mice, n= 3 mice/strain
were analyzed.
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Chap.2 Supplemental Figure 3. (A) Histological criterion used for Modified Thompson Grading of NP and
AF tissues. (B) Representative pictures showing spectrum of degenerative grades observed in 23-month-old
C57BL/6, LG/J and SM/J. (C) Representative picture showing areas selected to assess staining % area for
immunohistochemical quantification.
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Chap.2 Supplemental Figure 4: Representative common DEGs that change with aging independent of
strain background. (A-B) Representative DEGs from selected GO processes from the common up-regulated
DEGs between LG/J 23-month-old vs 6-month-old and BL6 23-month-old vs 6-month-old. (C) Representative
DEGs from selected GO processes from the common down regulated DEGs between LG/J 23-month-old vs
6-month-old and BL6 23-month-old vs 6-month-old, FDR ≤ 0.05.
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Chap.2 Supplemental Figure 5: Representative GO processes and select DEGs that change in BL6 aging.
(A) Volcano Plot, showing up- and downregulated DEGs from BL6 23M vs BL6 6M comparison, FDR ≤ 0.05.
(B) Representative GO processes of upregulated genes in BL6 23M vs BL6 6M. (C) Representative GO
processes of downregulated genes in BL6 23M vs BL6 6M. (D) Representative DEGs from selected GO
processes from up-regulated DEGs between BL6 23M vs 6M. (E) Representative DEGs from selected GO
processes from down-regulated DEGs between BL6 23M vs 6M. DEGs cut-off FDR ≤ 0.05. GO process
enrichment analysis was performed using PANTHER Overrepresentation Test, GO Ontology database
annotation, binomial statistical test with FDR ≤ 0.05.
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Chap.2 Supplemental Figure 6: Representative GO processes and select DEGs that change in LG/J
aging. (A) Volcano Plot, showing up- and downregulated DEGs from LG/J 23M vs LG/J 6M comparison,
FDR ≤ 0.05. (B) Representative GO processes of upregulated genes in LG/J 23M vs LG/J 6M. (C)
Representative GO processes of downregulated genes in LG/J 23M vs LG/J 6M. (D) Representative DEGs
from selected GO processes from up-regulated DEGs between LG/J 23M vs 6M. (E) Representative DEGs
from selected GO processes from down-regulated DEGs between LG/J 23M vs 6M. DEGs cut-off FDR ≤ 0.05.
GO process enrichment analysis was performed using PANTHER Overrepresentation Test, GO Ontology
database annotation, binomial statistical test with FDR ≤ 0.05.
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Chap.2 Supplemental Figure 7: NP marker expression and PCR validation of select genes from DEGs
from BL6 and LG/J aging. (A) NP tissue from caudal discs of 23-month-old LG/J mice showed comparable
staining of CA3 and GLUT1 to BL6. SM/J mice showed significantly reduced staining for CA3 and GLUT1.
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P21 levels were decreased in 23M LG/J compared to 23M BL6 mice. (B) Caudal discs in 23-month-old
SM/J mice showed significantly lower number of NP cells compared to LG/J and BL6. (C) 6M LG/J showed
higher levels of CASP6 than 6M BL6; CASP4 and RELA were increased in 23M LG/J compared to 6M LG/J
and 23M BL6; BL6 presented higher levels of Bcl2 compared to 6M BL6 and 23M LG/J. (D) There were
increased levels of POSTN and BMP6, and decreased levels of ALPL and BGLAP in 23M LG/J compared to
23M BL6 mice. (E) There were increased levels of FGF2 and CCND1, and decreased levels of S100a8 and
S100a9 in 23M LG/J compared to 23M BL6 mice. (F) 23M LG/J mice presented an increase in CD14 and
CD68, CD163 and CDK4 expression compared to 6M LG/J and 23M BL6 mice, respectively. t-test was used
to compare normally distributed data, Mann-Whitney test was for non-normally distributed data, p ≤ 0.05 *;
p ≤ 0.01 **; n=6 mice/strain were analyzed.
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Chap.2 Supplemental Figure 8: Analysis using DEGs obtain from the Hierarchical clustering shown in
Figure 6B. (A) Representative GO processes of downregulated genes between Cluster 4 (degenerated) and
Cluster A (healthy), FDR-P-Val≤0.1. (B) Representative GO processes of downregulated genes between
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Cluster 5 (degenerated) and Cluster A (healthy), FDR-P-Val≤0.1. (C) Representative GO processes of
downregulated genes between Cluster 4 (degenerated) and cluster A (healthy), FDR-P-Val≤0.1. (D)
Representative GO processes of upregulated genes between Cluster 2 (degenerated) and Cluster A (healthy),
FDR-P-Val≤0.1. (E) Representative GO processes of upregulated genes between Cluster 3 (degenerated) and
Cluster A (healthy), FDR-P-Val≤0.1. (F) Representative GO processes of upregulated genes between Cluster
5 (degenerated) and Cluster A (healthy), FDR-P-Val≤0.1. (G) Representative schematic summarizing the
major enriched pathways enriched in each degeneration cluster. GO processes enrichment analysis was
performed using PANTHER Overrepresentation Test, GO Ontology database annotation, binomial statistical
test with FDR ≤ 0.05.
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Chapter 3 – Role of p16 in the
Intervertebral disc Aging and Senescence
Ink4a

The results presented in this chapter were published as an original article in an international peer reviewed
journal:
Novais, E. J., Diekman, B. O., Shapiro, I. M., & Risbud, M. V. (2019). p16 Ink4a deletion in cells of the
intervertebral disc affects their matrix homeostasis and senescence associated secretory phenotype without
altering onset of senescence. Matrix Biology. https://doi.org/10.1016/j.matbio.2019.02.004
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3.1 Abstract
Intervertebral disc degeneration is an important contributor to chronic low back and neck pain.
Although many environmental and genetic factors are known to contribute to disc degeneration, age is still
the most significant risk factor. Recent studies have shown that senescence may play a role in age-related
disc degeneration and matrix catabolism in humans and mouse models. Clearance of p16Ink4a-positive
senescent cells reduces the degenerative phenotype in many age-associated diseases. Whether p16Ink4a plays
a functional role in intervertebral disc degeneration and senescence is unknown. We first characterized the
senescence status of discs in young and old mice. Quantitative histology, gene expression and a novel p16tdTom
reporter mice showed an increase in p16Ink4a, p21 and IL-6, with a decrease in Ki67 with aging. Accordingly,
we studied the spinal-phenotype of 18-month-old mice with conditional deletion of p16Ink4a in the disc driven
by Acan-CreERT2 (cKO). The analyses of discs of cKO and age-matched control mice showed little change
in cell morphology and tissue architecture. The cKO mice exhibited changes in functional attributes of
aggrecan as well as in collagen composition of the intervertebral disc. While cKO discs exhibited a small
decrease in TUNEL positive cells, lineage tracing experiments using ZsGreen reporter indicated that the
overall changes in cell fate or numbers were minimal. The cKO mice-maintained expression of NP-cell
phenotypic markers CA3, Krt19 and GLUT-1. Moreover, in cKO discs, levels of p19Arf and RB were higher
without alterations in Ki67, γH2AX, CDK4 and Lipofuscin deposition. Interestingly, the cKO discs showed
lower levels of SASP markers, IL-1β, IL-6, MCP1 and TGF-β1. These results show that while, p16Ink4a is
dispensable for induction and maintenance of senescence, conditional loss of p16Ink4a reduces apoptosis,
limits the SASP phenotype and alters matrix homeostasis of disc cells.
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3.2 Introduction
The intervertebral disc provides flexibility and a range of motion to the spine and accommodates
compressive and tensile biomechanical forces. The disc comprises three tissue compartments: the central
nucleus pulposus (NP) - rich in aggrecan and populated with cells derived from the notochord, the
circumferential, ligamentous annulus fibrous (AF) - that encompasses the NP and is primarily composed of
collagens, and the cartilaginous endplates (EP) bordering the NP and AF on cranial and caudal surfaces [1].
The high concentration of negatively charged glycosaminoglycans present on aggrecan, the predominant
proteoglycan in NP and other proteoglycans such as versican is responsible for tissue hydration and osmotic
properties of the disc. Furthermore, due to the disc architecture, the NP is a completely aneural and avascular
tissue. Consequently, NP cells are adapted to a hypoxic microenvironment [1], [2]. In fact, several studies
have associated intervertebral disc degeneration with disruption of pathways that allow NP cells to adapt to
hypoxia and cell stress [3], [4]. The etiology of disc degeneration is multifactorial; abnormal loading, genetics,
obesity, have all been shown to contribute to the disease, yet aging is considered the main risk factor [4]–
[6]. With age, there is a decrease in levels and quality of extracellular matrix proteins, biomechanical
properties, as well as an increase in inflammatory cytokine expression, catabolic processes, and cell death
[5], [7], [8]. In both human and mouse models, age-related senescence has been correlated with
degenerative phenotypes of the disc [9], [10]. Despite a known relationship between senescence and disc
degeneration, the contribution of cellular senescence to disease progression is not defined [11].

Several molecular networks are involved in promoting the senescent phenotype; among these, p53
and p16Ink4a are considered the master regulators of cell growth arrest, apoptotic-resistance, and senescenceassociated secretory phenotype (SASP) [11], [12]. Furthermore, many factors, including telomere attrition,
oncogenes, and cell stress (e.g. oxidative, genotoxic, cytokine) contribute to p53 and p16Ink4a activation [11],
[12]. Activation of these pathways and ensuing senescence leads to the expression of cytokines, chemokines,
and other SASP proteins culminating in inflammation and tissue degeneration [11]. NP cells have been
shown to respond to oxidative stress and cytokines, like TNF, resulting in increased senescence and
apoptosis, and decreased matrix production [13], [14]. However, the molecular pathways that control
senescence in the NP in response to these stressors, and their contribution to the degenerative cascade in

vivo is unknown.
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p16Ink4a is a potent inhibitor of proliferation that disrupts cell cycle progression by altering the association
between cyclin dependent kinase 4 and 6 (CDK4/6) and cyclin D1 [15]. Due to its robust correlation with
other senescence markers like excessive lysosomal activity analyzed by β-galactosidase (SAβgal), phosphorylated histone H2A (γH2AX) and Ki67 expression, p16Ink4a is accepted as the key maker of
chronic senescence [16], [17]. Recent studies have shown that clearance of p16Ink4a-expressing cells mitigates
some aspects of degenerative aging [18]–[21]. Accordingly, senolytic molecules that induce apoptosis of
senescent cells have been effective in ameliorating age-related pathologies, including disc degeneration in a
models of accelerated aging [22] and post-traumatic osteoarthritis [23]. However, it is still unknown whether
p16Ink4a drives senescence-related dysfunction or whether other features of senescent cells mediate these
effects.

To understand the importance of p16Ink4a in onset and maintenance of senescence and in the
progression of age-associated disc degeneration, we characterized senescence status of mouse discs with
aging and analyzed the spinal phenotype of 18-month old Acan-CreERT2- p16Ink4a conditional knockout (cKO)
mice.
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3.3 Results

Senescence and p16

Ink4a

expression and collagen fiber thickness increase with age

Increased p16Ink4a expression in aged and degenerated human intervertebral discs has been reported
[9]. However, the relationship between p16Ink4a and aging is not characterized in murine disc. We performed
analysis of discs from 5- and 18-month-old mice to investigate senescence and p16Ink4a expression.
Histological studies showed changes in disc architecture as characterized by a noticeable decrease in NP
cell vacuoles and thinning of cell band in the 18-month-old mice (Fig. 1A-C'). Picro-Sirius Red staining and
polarized microscopy showed decrease in content of thin collagen fibers with concomitant increase in
medium and thick fibers with aging (Fig. 1D-F). Lipofuscin, which represents deposition of oxidized molecules
and correlates with senescence, showed increased accumulation in the 18-month-old mice (Fig. 1G-G’) [24].
There was an increase in p21 expression with decrease in Ki67 levels in 18-month-old mice (Fig. 1H-I’).
Likewise, while the expression of IL-1β (Fig. 1J-J’) showed no change, there was a significant increase in IL6 expression in aged animals (Fig. 1K-L). We performed gene expression analysis and found no changes in
p53 and p19Arf expression, but a significant increase in p16Ink4a expression in NP of old mice (Fig. 1M-O). We
also analyzed localization and levels of p16Ink4a protein in discs of 18-month-old mice that contained tdTom
reporter driven by the native p16Ink4a promoter and lox-stop-lox ZsGreen reporter driven by a tamoxifeninducible Aggrecan-Cre driver (Acantm1(cre/ERT2)Crm) [25]. Compared to young mice (Fig. 1P-P’), there was a robust
p16Ink4a expression as evidence by tdTom staining in the NP compartment of 18-month-old mice (Fig. 1Q-Q’).
All p16tdTom positive cells co-expressed ZsGreen driven by Acan-CreERT2. The specificity of tdTom signal was
confirmed by using mice that lacked tdTom reporter but expressed ZsGreen (Suppl. Fig. 1). These results
clearly showed an overall increase in senescence status and p16Ink4a expression with aging.
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Chap.3 Figure 1: Senescence and p16Ink4a expression increase with age. (A-C’) 18-month-old mice
showed a decrease in vacuoles and cell band width (arrows) and comparable features of the NP/AF junction.
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(D-F) Picrosirius red staining (D-D’) and quantitative polarized imaging (E, E’) showed a decrease in thin
collagen fibers along with an increase of medium and thick fibers compare to 5-month-old mice (F). P <
0.05, χ2 test, N = 4-6 mice/group, 4 discs/animal. (G-G’) Sudan-Black-B staining showed an increase in
Lipofuscin aggregates deposition in NP and AF of old mice (arrows). (H-I’) There was a significant decrease
in Ki67 and an increase of p21 expression in all disc compartments (arrows). (J-J’) Analysis of SASP showed
comparable levels of IL-1β with aging. (K-K’) IL-6 expression was significantly higher in the older mice. (L)
Quantification of % positive staining for KI67, p21, IL-1β and IL-6 expression. (M-N) p53 and p19Arf mRNA
levels were similar between 5- and 18-month old mice(O) p16Ink4amRNA levels were significantly higher in 18month old mice compared to 5-month old animals.(P-Q’) Acantm1(cre/ERT2)Crm; p16tdTom;Rosa-ZsGreen 18-month-old
mice showed robust expression of p16Ink4a (tdTOM/Red) in the NP with strong co-localization with AggrecanCre positive cells (ZsGreen), p16Ink4a levels were low in 5-moth-old mice. For quantitative immunohistology and
RNA analysis, Mann-Whitney test was used for comparing differences between the groups. NS = not
significant; p ≤ 0.05 *; p ≤ 0.01 **; N=6 animals/genotype were analyzed. Scale bar A-A’, P-Q’ = 200 µm;
Scale bar B-E’’, G-K’ = 50 µm.

Loss of p16

Ink4a

in the disc does not protect mice from age-dependent degeneration

Due to the established correlation between p16Ink4a expression, aging, and disc degeneration, we
examined the effects of conditional loss of p16Ink4a on the intervertebral disc health. We analyzed spines from
18-month old mice containing alleles for the inducible knock-out of p16Ink4a (p16L)[26] driven by an inducible
Aggrecan Cre driver (Acantm1(cre/ERT2)Crm)[27] (Fig. 2A). Use of a lox-stop-lox ZsGreen reporter clearly showed a
robust tamoxifen induced Cre recombination driven by Acan-CreERT2 in NP, inner AF, and EP as well as in
the growth-plate (Fig. 2B). The functional effects of p16Ink4a loss in the disc were investigated by analyzing 18month-old animals with or without p16Ink4a deletion. Histological analysis showed no differences in overall disc
architecture and cell morphology in the NP, AF, or EP compartments in the tamoxifen treated wild-type (WT):
Acan-CreERT2; p16Ink4a+/+, conditional knock-out (cKO): Acan-CreERT2;p16Ink4af/f, or animals without
tamoxifen-treatment (nT): Acan-CreERT2;p16Ink4af/f (Fig. 2C-F’’). Picro-Sirius Red staining and polarized
microscopy showed comparable collagen content, architecture and fiber thickness between wild type and
cKO mice (Fig. 2G-I). However, tamoxifen treated groups (WT and cKO) exhibited lower levels of thicker
collagen fibers, when compared to non-treated animals. The disc histology was quantified using the modified
Thompson Grading Scale [4]. There were no significant differences in the average grades of NP and AF tissue
among all the groups (Fig. 3A, B). Likewise, level-by-level analysis of histopathological grades of NP and AF
tissues for L3/4, L4/5, L5/6 and L6/S1 showed comparable scores among all the groups except for the NP
scores at L6/S1 level. At this lowest lumber level, tamoxifen treated wild type and cKO animals showed
similar histological scores, but they were higher than the untreated animals. This difference in histological
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score at L6-S1 in WT and cKO groups compared to non-treated animals, suggested some negative effects of
tamoxifen on disc health and possibly a positional contribution to this susceptibility (Fig. 3C, D).
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Chap.3 Figure 2: Loss of p16Ink4a in the disc does not protect mice from age-dependent degeneration.
(A) Schematic showing protocol for generation of experimental and control mice. Analysis was performed
using tamoxifen treated 18-month-old wild-type (Acan-CreERT2-p16Ink4a wt/wt) and p16Ink4a conditional knockout (Acan-CreERT2-p16Ink4a f/f) and untreated (Acan-CreERT2-p16Ink4af/f) animals. (B) Specificity of AcanCreERT2 for targeting different compartments within the intervertebral disc in skeletally mature mice is
shown. Acan-Cre showed a high recombination in NP, inner AF, endplate (EP) as well as growth plate (GP),
when tamoxifen was administered at 4-month. (C-F’’) There are no noticeable differences in overall
intervertebral disc (IVD) architecture or cellular morphology in the tamoxifen treated wild-type (WT) (C-F),
conditional knock-out (cKO) (C’-F’), and animals without tamoxifen-treatment (nT) (C’’-F’’) groups as shown
by representative histological images. Higher magnification images of NP tissue (D-D”) and tissue interfaces
between NP/AF (E-E’’) and NP/EP (F-F’’) show comparable cell morphology and tissue architecture
between all the groups. Picrosirius red staining of discs showed similar collagen content among the groups
(G-G’’). There were no differences in collagen organization (H-H’’) and distribution of collagen fibers
thickness (I) between the WT and cKO mice as seen by quantitative polarized microscopy. Non-treated
animals showed higher content of mature collagen than tamoxifen treated WT and cKO animals. P < 0.05,
χ2 test, N = 6 mice/group, 4 discs/animal. Scale bar B-C” and G-H´´= 200 µm; Scale bar D-F” = 50 µm.

Chap.3 Figure 3: Loss of p16Ink4a in the disc does not protect mice from age-dependent degeneration.
(A) Modified Thompson Grading showed no differences in the distribution of histopathological grades for
both NP and AF amongst the groups. (B) The average NP and AF grades were similar for WT, cKO and nT
animals. (C, D) Level-by-level analysis showed similar average grades for both NP (C) and AF (D) across the
four lumbar levels L3/4, L4/5, L5/6 and L6-S1 amongst all groups except for the average NP grade at
L6/S1, where untreated animals showed a lower grade of degeneration than tamoxifen treated groups. 4
lumbar discs/mouse, 6 mice for WT and cKO and 3 mice for nT groups were analyzed for comparisons.
Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test was used to test differences between groups
showing average Thompson grading data. χ2 test was used to analyze differences between groups showing
distribution of percent-degenerated-discs. NS = not significant; p ≤ 0.05 *.
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p16Ink4a cKO mice have decreased NP cell death without significantly altering overall cell number and

molecular phenotype of cells
We investigated if loss of p16Ink4a in the disc affects cell viability, and phenotype of NP cells. To assess
cell death, we performed TUNEL staining. While the overall percentage of TUNEL positive cells was low, 18month old cKO animals had fewer positive cells, most notably in the NP compartment than the aged matched
WT controls (Fig. 4A-B). Importantly, the majority of NP and AF cells in cKO and WT animals were healthy
and viable at 18-months. To further investigate the effects of p16ink4a deletion on disc compartments, we
performed a fate mapping experiment where cells expressing Cre recombinase under the control of aggrecan
promoter following tamoxifen treatment were marked by ZsGreen with or without deletion of p16Ink4a. It was
evident that in 18-month-old mice, the ZsGreen labeled cells were retained in the NP and inner AF of both
the control and cKO mice and the number of marked cells in tissue compartments were comparable between
the genotypes (Fig. 4C-D’). To assess the health and integrity of the NP cells in the cKO animals, we evaluated
the expression of NP phenotypic markers GLUT1, CA3, and Krt19 [28], [29]. The NP cells from both the
p16Ink4a cKO and WT mice robustly expressed NP phenotypic makers, and there were no discernable
differences in levels of expression between the genotypes (Fig. 4E-G’). These studies clearly suggested that
while the deletion of p16Ink4a provided some protection from cell death, it did not result in a substantial
alteration in disc cell number or their fate.
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Chap.3 Figure 4: p16Ink4a cKO mice have decreased NP cell death without significant altering cell
number and phenotype. (A-A’’). TUNEL assay showed a decrease in number of dying cells (arrows) in NP
compartment of the cKO mouse. (B) There was a decrease in TUNEL positive cells in cKO mice. t-test for
normally distributed data, Mann-Whitney test for non-normally distributed data, Shapiro-Wilk normality test
was done to check the distribution. NS = not significant; p ≤ 0.05 *; p ≤ 0.01 **; N=6 animals/genotype
were analyzed. (C, D’) Fate mapping of disc cells in p16Ink4a cKO and control mice. Tamoxifen treatment of
mice (at 4 and 12-months) induced Cre-recombinase activity in aggrecan expressing cells resulting in
simultaneous marking of cells by ZsGreen with or without deletion of p16Ink4a. Analysis of these mice at 18months showed that almost all cells in NP, inner AF and CEP were ZsGreen positive. Cell numbers of ZsGreen
positive cells in tissue compartments were comparable between cKO and control animals. (E-G’)
Characterization of NP phenotypic markers in p16Ink4a cKO mice. Localization and expression levels of glucose
transporter 1 (GLUT1), carbonic anhydrase 3 (CA3) and Keratin19 (Krt19) in the NP were comparable
between control and cKO animals. Mann-Whitney test was used for comparing differences between the
groups. NS = not significant; p ≤ 0.05 *; p ≤ 0.01 **; N=6 animals/genotype were analyzed. Scale bar =
200µm.
p16Ink4a cKO mice evidenced changes in functional attributes of aggrecan and collagen composition of the

disc
Extracellular matrix molecules are integral for the biomechanical and osmotic properties of the healthy
intervertebral disc [30]. The progression of disc degeneration is closely linked to alteration in matrix
composition, elevated matrix catabolism, and expression of enzymes such as A Desintegrin-Like And
Metalloprotease (Reprolysin Type) With Thrombospondin Type 1 (ADAMTS) and matrix metalloproteases
(MMPs) which degrade proteoglycans and collagens. Therefore, we assessed whether p16Ink4a cKO altered the
matrix composition of the disc by evaluating the expression and localization of both collagens and aggrecan
[31]. It was evident that p16Ink4a cKO animals evidenced decreased expression of both collagen I and II in the
NP compartment (Fig. 5A-B’, D). On the other hand, collagen X, a maker of hypertrophic chondrocytes often
expressed during disc degeneration, was expressed at a higher level in cKO than WT controls (Fig. 5C-D)
suggesting changes in the collagen composition of the NP [4]. We assessed the aggrecan content and quality
in the discs by evaluating expression levels of aggrecan core protein, chondroitin sulfate (the major
glycosaminoglycan of aggrecan), and the aggrecan degradation product ARGXX [31]. Interestingly, while
overall levels of aggrecan in cKO were robust and comparable to the WT controls, there was a decrease in
staining for both chondroitin sulfate and ARGXX (Fig. 5E-G’’’, I). Additionally, we measured the expression of
cartilage oligomatrix protein (COMP) which stabilizes collagens [32]. Both cKO and WT mice showed
comparable expression of COMP with prominent localization in outer AF and the NP compartments. Taken
together, these results showed that while the levels aggrecan core protein were maintained in cKO mice,
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there were differences in the functional attributes of the resident aggrecan molecules with changes in collagen
composition of the NP (Fig. D and I).
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Chap.3 Figure 5: p16Ink4a cKO mice alter aggrecan functionality and expression of major extracellular
matrix collagens of the disc. (A-B’). cKO mice show decreased levels of collagen I and collagen II expression
in the NP. (C-D) Collagen X was expressed in both groups with an increasing expression in cKO. (E-E)
Analysis of aggrecan (ACAN) and its functional attributes. Expression of ACAN core protein was similar
between the two genotypes (E-E’). Levels of chondroitin sulfate (CS) in NP (F-F’, I) and aggrecanases
generated degradation product, ARGxx in AF were lower cKO group (G-G’’', I). (H-I’). Mann-Whitney test
was used for comparing differences between the groups. NS = not significant; p ≤ 0.05 *; p ≤ 0.01 **. N =
6 animals/genotype, 1-2 discs per animal, were analyzed. Scale bar = 200 µm (A-A’, B-C’, E-G’, H-H’ )
and 20 µm (A’’-A’’’, C’’-C’’’, G’’-G’’).
p16Ink4a cKO shows activation of p19Arf and RB without affecting the prevalence of senescent cells in the

intervertebral disc
To evaluate the presence of senescent cells in the discs of cKO mice we examined the expression of
several markers associated with the senescent phenotype. Sudan-Black B staining was used to specifically
mark lipofuscin deposition, a hallmark of senescent cells [24], [33]. There was no difference in lipofuscin
deposition between the WT and cKO mice (Fig. 6A-B’’). Interestingly, neither WT nor cKO animals expressed
appreciable levels of γH2AX, a known marker of senescence and DNA damage, in the NP but showed staining
in the AF compartment (Fig. 6C-C’). On the other hand, CDK4 and Ki67 expression, which mark proliferating
cells and are negatively correlated with senescence, was only seen in the proliferative bone marrow, and
absent from NP, AF, or EP tissue compartments (Fig. 6D-F). These results suggested that deletion of p16Ink4a
did not decrease cell senescence in the intervertebral disc. We then evaluated the expression of p21, a
downstream effector of p16Ink4a and a marker of senescence, along with other mediators of senescence. p21
was comparably expressed in all disc compartments, again suggesting maintenance of this downstream
effector even in the absence of p16Ink4a (Fig. 6G-G’, J). Interestingly, Retinoblastoma (RB) protein, a potent cell
cycle inhibitor and a key downstream mediator of senescence induction, was considerably higher in cKO
mice (Fig. 6H-H’). Consequently, we explored status of a potential upstream compensatory pathway that
could account for the persistence of senescent cells in the p16Ink4a cKO mice. The p19Arf pathway, consisting
of p19Arf and its effector protein p21, has been shown to compensate for loss of p16Ink4a. Discs of cKO animals
showed an increase in p19Arf expression in the AF compartment (Fig. 6I-J). Given these results, it is plausible
that loss of p16Ink4a did not affect the senescent phenotype of the intervertebral disc cells, possibly due to
compensation by other drivers of cell senescence such as p19Arf and RB [34], [35].
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Chap.3 Figure 6: p16Ink4a cKO shows activation of p19Arf and RB without affecting the prevalence of
senescent cells in the intervertebral disc. (A-B’’) Sudan-Black-B staining showed comparable lipofuscin
aggregates in WT and cKO mice. (C-F) There were no discernable changes in γH2AX or CDK4 and KI67
expression levels in the discs of the cKO and WT mice. (G-G', J) p21 was expressed in all disc compartments
in cKO and control animals. (H-H') RB was higher expressed in overall disc of cKO mice. (I-J) cKO mice
showed pronounced increase in p19Arf staining in the cells of inner AF and GP cells. For quantitative analysis,
Mann-Whitney test was used for comparing differences between the groups. NS = not significant; p ≤ 0.05
*; N=6 animals/genotype were analyzed. Scale bar = 200 µm.
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p16Ink4a cKO exhibit decreased expression of major regulators of senescence-associated secretory phenotype

(SASP)
Although our data suggested that the deletion of p16Ink4a does not decrease the incidence of senescent
cells in the disc, we sought to determine if the p16Ink4a null animals were protected from SASP. Activation of
SASP proteins leads to overexpression of inflammatory cytokines that contribute to a progressive and
degenerative cascade [11]. We observed that expression of MCP1, IL-1β, and IL-6 were all significantly
decreased in the discs of cKO mice compared to age-matched controls (Fig. 7A-D). Metalloproteases have
been described as an important component of SASP as well as TGFβ regulation [36]. We however found low
and comparable expression of MMP-13 in both WT and p16Ink4a cKO animals (Fig. 7E-E’). In contrast, TGF-β1
expression was significantly downregulated in the cKO mice (Fig. 7F-F’). To assess the correlation between
autophagic flux and SASP, we measured LC3 positive puncta in cKO mice. There were no overt differences
between the groups (Fig. 7G-H,). Taken together, this data clearly suggested that while there is a
compensation of p16Ink4a by other inducers of senescence, p16Ink4a deletion results in altered secretory
phenotype, suggesting a novel role of p16Ink4a in modulating SASP.
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Chap.3 Figure 7: p16Ink4a cKO exhibit decreased expression of major regulators of senescenceassociated secretory phenotype (SASP). (A-C’) cKO animals showed a pronounced decrease in MCP1 (A,
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A’), IL1β (B, B’) and IL-6 (C, C’) staining compared to control animals (D). (E-E’) There were comparable
levels of MMP13 expression between cKO mice and the WT. (F-F’, H) TGF-β1 expression was decreased in
cKO discs. Autophagy analysis showed no differences between LC3 Puncta between WT and cKO (G-H).
Mann-Whitney test was used for comparing differences between the groups. NS = not significant; p ≤ 0.05
*; N=6 animals/genotype were analyzed. Scale bar = 200 µm. (L) Schematic summarizing contribution of
p16Ink4a, p19Arf and RB for senescence status and SASP maintenance in the intervertebral cells.
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3.4 Discussion
Although a multitude of genetic and environmental factors are known to contribute to the pathogenesis
of intervertebral disc degeneration, one of the most prevalent risk factors is age. Several studies have shown
that aging causes a degenerative phenotype in the disc, namely loss of water binding aggrecan and altered
collagen composition, and an increase in matrix degrading proteases [37]–[39]. Importantly, it has been
reported that both degeneration and aging in human discs is correlated with increased senescence and
elevated expression of the known senescence marker, p16Ink4a [9]. Likewise, in a mouse model of progeria
due to deficiency in DNA repair enzyme ERCC1, intervertebral discs showed higher p16Ink4a expression [10].
The increase in p16Ink4a was accompanied by up-regulation of SASP and changes in extracellular matrix
homeostasis [40]. In this study, we clearly showed that there was an increase in senescence status and
p16Ink4a expression in aged mice. Interestingly, detailed analysis of p16Ink4a cKO mice showed an overall normal
tissue and cell morphology in the intervertebral discs, including sustained expression of NP phenotypic
markers, and healthy levels of aggrecan at 18-months of age. Interestingly, there were changes in the
functional attributes of aggrecan molecules and altered collagen composition in cKO mice. TUNEL staining
also indicated that the conditional deletion of p16Ink4a offered some protection from cell death. However, while
p16Ink4a was redundant for induction of the senescent phenotype in the disc through potential compensatory
activation of p19Arf and RB, loss of p16Ink4a decreased SASP, a well-known initiator of inflammatory cytokine
expression and downstream matrix catabolism [12]. Based on these novel findings, we concluded that while
p16Ink4a alone was not sufficient for controlling the senescent fate of intervertebral disc cells it was involved in
controlling the matrix homeostasis and SASP in aging spine.

As expected, discs of 18-month-mice showed increased collagen fiber thickness and altered cell
morphology evident by a decrease in the number of vacuoles in comparison to 5-month-old mice. These
observations were in line with previous studies investigating aging of the disc and aorta [37], [38], [41].
Thicker collagen fibers were recently reported in the intervertebral discs of a mouse model of spontaneous,
early onset disc degeneration and were correlated with compromised mechanical function [4]. This suggested
that the increase in collagen fiber thickness in discs of 18-month-old mice was likely associated with agedependent changes in structure and biomechanical function. Furthermore, we characterized the senescent
phenotype of disc cells using validated markers for: cell cycle (Ki67); cell cycle inhibitors (p21, p19Arf, p53
and p16Ink4a); SASP (IL-1β and IL-6) and oxidized molecular aggregates (Lipofuscin) [11], [12], [16], [24],
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[42]. Our data clearly showed that with aging there was increased evidence of cell senescence in the all the
disc compartments. Interestingly, our finding that only p16Ink4a levels in the disc increased with aging without
appreciable change in p53 and p19Arf levels, underscores the importance of p16Ink4a as a key marker of agedependent senescence in murine disc. These results corroborated studies by LeMaitre et al. showing a
correlation between p16Ink4a expression, intervertebral disc degeneration, and aging in humans, suggesting
the utility of mouse models to assess the causative relationship between p16Ink4a and senescence during
intervertebral disc aging [43].

Studies of p16Ink4a cKO suggested that loss of p16Ink4a did not result in overt alteration in disc
degeneration and collagen fiber thickness. In addition, the p16Ink4a deletion did not affect expression of NP
phenotypic markers. These studies were further supported by fate mapping experiments that employed a
Cre-inducible ZsGreen reporter. Most of the cells in the NP and AF compartments of the 18-month-old animals
were labeled, and the cellularity of both the compartments in cKO animals was not appreciably different from
controls. This was not surprising given a small rescue from cell death as evidenced by fewer TUNEL positive
cells was seen in cKO animals. Moreover, the lack of overt changes in cellularity as a consequence of higher
cell proliferation in the wild type animals as could be ruled out from low and comparable index of proliferation
seen between genotypes by Ki67 and CDK4 staining. It is important to note that there were some changes
in the functional attributes of the resident aggrecan molecules. These changes manifested as a decrease in
chondroitin sulfate, a critical glycosaminoglycan important for maintenance of the water content of the NP,
along with lower accumulation of ARGXX neoepitope in the AF, the product of aggrecanase activity. It is
plausible that loss of p16Ink4a in the disc altered the protease activity (ADAMTS, MMPs) with or without
concomitant changes in biosynthesis of chondroitin sulphate but not aggrecan core protein [44]. Additionally,
the change in aggrecan structure could further hasten its turnover in the cKO mice by increasing the
accessibility of its core protein to proteolytic enzymes, altering the mechanical properties of the individual
molecules and affecting supra-macromolecular assembly critical for tissue osmotic function [39], [45]–[47].
It is important to note that decreased chondroitin sulfate and increased aggrecan degradation in disc aging
models has been reported [40], [48]. This change in aggrecan properties coupled with changes in the
collagen composition in cKO, decreased collagens I and II and increased collagen X, may affect the overall
biomechanics of the spinal motion segment. Although, senescence has been linked to collagen expression
in disc cells, the underlying mechanisms of p16Ink4a dependent collagen regulation remains to be explored
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[49], [50]. Noteworthy, other researchers have reported changes in mechanical properties of the disc with
age and degeneration due to alteration in the structure and composition of the extracellular matrix [4], [51].
Taken together, these observations highlight the novel role of p16Ink4a in matrix homeostasis in the disc [40],
[49], [52].

The absence of overt morphological changes in the cKO mice may be attributed to slow matrix turnover
in disc and compensatory activation of an alternative senescent pathway. The INK4a/ARF locus is potently
activated with aging, leading to an increase of both p16Ink4a and p19Arf [53]. While there was no change in
p19Arf expression in discs during aging, our results clearly showed that in the p16Ink4a cKO animals, there was
an increase of both p19Arf and RB expression. This functional compensation is in agreement with studies by
Sharpless et al. using the same mouse model of p16Ink4a loss [35]. Supporting this idea further, Feng and
colleagues, have shown a p16Ink4a independent increase in senescence in NP cells through activation of p21
and RB when cells were exposed to mechanical stretching [54]. Likewise, recent studies showed that SIRT1
alleviates disc senescence by blocking the p53/p21 pathway in a p16Ink4a independent fashion [55].
Interestingly, p21 levels in cKO mice showed a robust and comparable expression to controls. Thus, the
persistence of p21, γH2AX, along with the lack of CDK4 and Ki67 in the p16Ink4a cKO mice may reflect possible
activation of the p19Arf and RB pathway that maintains the senescent cells in these discs. This is not
unexpected as it has been shown that the positive benefits of p16Ink4a silencing can be masked by p19Arf
retention, even causing a predisposition for tumorigenesis [34].

Recent studies have reported SASP as the key mediator of senescent induced degenerative phenotype
[12], [56]. IL-1β was reported as the trigger for SASP activation, leading to overexpression of both IL-6 and
MCP1, which maintain this secretory signature [57]. Interestingly, and in contrast to observations by Coppe

et al., our data shows that p16

Ink4a

plays a role in promoting the expression of IL-1β, IL-6 and MCP1 in the

intervertebral disc [58]. In addition to the inflamatory component of SASP, metalloproteases and TGF-β
secretion have been shown to contribute to the senescence secretory phenotype [36], [59]. Accordingly,
TGF-β1 expression, which increases during disc degeneration, was decreased in the p16Ink4a cKO mice,
suggesting that p16Ink4a controls pro-fibrotic pathways during aging [60]. Since MMP13 expression, collagen
turnover, and the autophagy index was not altered in the cKO animals, this suggests a selective role of p16Ink4a
in altering SASP targets and matrix homeostasis [2]. Despite noticeable changes in levels of SASP molecules,
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inflamatory cytokines and TGF-β1, as well as increased secretion of proteins such as collagen X, there was
no major detrimental effect on the morphology of the disc or the grade of degeneration.

Studies in other tissue types have shown that deletion of p16Ink4a expressing cells rescued aging
phenotypes by altering multiple cellular senescence pathways [18], [20], [22], [56]. In our study, conditional
deletion of p16Ink4a in intervertebral disc cells, that in principle differs from clearance of p16Ink4a-positive cells,
seems to affect matrix homeostasis and SASP. This is not uncommon, as in other cell types, such as
macrophages, high p16Ink4a expression is not directly associated with senescence, and in articular
chondrocytes p16Ink4a is dispensable for induction and maintenance of senescence during aging [16], [27].
Although p16Ink4a is widely accepted as a robust marker of cellular senescence in many cell types, including
chondrocytes and disc cells, our results confirm that p16Ink4a deletion can be functionally compensated by
increased p19Arf and RB without changing the prevalence of senescent cells or the degenerative phenotype.
Importantly, our results in the intervertebral disc echo those of articular cartilage and osteoarthritis
development, where is reported that expression of p16Ink4a increases with age in both humans and mice, but
the conditional loss of p16Ink4a did not prevent senescence in chondrocytes or the development of osteoarthritis
[27]. Nevertheless, findings from the current study emphasize that a relationship exists among p16Ink4a,
secretory pathways, and matrix functionality and composition in the disc. Therefore, further characterization
of role of p16Ink4a in the intervertebral disc is warranted, as it is important to understand its relevance as a
marker of senescence and a regulator of SASP. In this context, p16Ink4a could potentially serve, as an indicator
of the senescence status of cells of the intervertebral disc, whose health is essential for secretion of water
binding proteoglycans and collagens and thus biomechanical function of this complex tissue.
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3.5 Experimental Procedures

Mice
All animal experiments were performed under protocols approved by the Institutional Animal Care
and Use Committees of University of North Carolina and Thomas Jefferson University. Young (5 month) and
old (18 month) C57BL/6 mice from NIA aged Rodent colony were analyzed. Wild-type
(Acantm1(cre/ERT2)Crmp16Ink4awt/wt) and p16Ink4a conditional knock-out (Acantm1(cre/ERT2)Crmp16Ink4af/f) mice on C57BL/6
background were generated as shown in Figure 1A and as recently described[27]. To determine expression
pattern of Cre recombinase and to perform fate mapping experiments, loxP-stop-loxP ZsGreen reporter
mouse (Gt(ROSA)26Sortm6(CAG-ZsGreen1)Hze/J (Stock # 007906, Jackson Labs) was crossed with mice with or without
conditional p16Ink4a loss. At 4 and 12-months of age, mice received three consecutive doses of 25 mg/kg
tamoxifen (Sigma-Aldrich, St. Louis, MO, USA) in corn oil (Sigma-Aldrich) by intra-peritoneal injection to
activate the Cre recombinase and analyzed at 18-months to investigate effects of p16Ink4a loss on disc health
and fate of cells. For, delineating Cre targeting activity in disc, Acantm1(cre/ERT2)Crm;Rosa-ZsGreen mice were
analyzed 2 weeks following tamoxifen injections at 4 month. For investigating the localization and expression
of p16Ink4a, we crossed Acantm1(cre/ERT2)Crm;Rosa-ZsGreen mice with p16tdTom reporter mice to generate Acantm1(cre/ERT2)Crm;
p16tdTom;Rosa-ZsGreen mice. p16tdTom reporter mice were generated using the strategy of previous p16Ink4a-based
reporter alleles wherein DNA encoding the fluorescent molecule tdTomato was targeted to the native Ink4a
locus to replace exon 1alpha[61]. This approach leaves p19Arf intact while replacing one copy of native p16Ink4a
with tdTomato. The details and characterization of this allele are described by Liu et al.[25].

Preparation of Mouse Spines for Histological Analysis
Spines were dissected enbloc, and immediately fixed in freshly made 4% PFA in PBS for 48 hours
and decalcified in 20% EDTA for 18 days. Intact lumbar motion segments were processed and embedded in
paraffin. Spines used for frozen sections were fixed for 2h, followed by 12h 30% Sucrose immersion, OCT
embedding and snap freezing using liquid nitrogen. Mid coronal section, 7 µm in thickness, were cut from
lumbar levels (L3-4, L4-5, L5-L6, L6-S1) of each mouse. Sections were stained with Safranin-O
(proteoglycans)/Fast Green (collagen)/Hematoxylin (nuclei) for assessing gross histology or Picrosirius red,
to visualize the collagen content in the intervertebral disc. Sundan-Black-B/Fast Red staining was used for
detection of lipofuscin deposition. Staining was using a light microscope (Axio Imager 2, Carl Zeiss) or a
polarizing microscope (Eclipse LV100 POL, Nikon). Imaging of Safranin O/Fast Green/hematoxylin and
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Sundan-Black-B/Fast Red stained tissues were performed using 5×/0.15 N-Achroplan (Carl Zeiss) or
20×/0.5 EC Plan-Neofluar (Carl Zeiss) objectives, Axiocam 105 color camera (Carl Zeiss), and Zen2™
software (Carl Zeiss). For Picrosirius red stained tissues, 10×/0.25 Pol/WD 7.0 objective (Nikon), Digital
Sight DS-Fi2 camera (Nikon), and NIS Elements Viewer software (Nikon) were used. To evaluate degeneration
of disc, mid-coronal sections from all 4 lumbar disc levels per mouse were scored using a modified Thompson
grading scale by 4 blinded observers. Histopathological scores were obtained from n = 6 mice per group with
4 lumbar discs per mouse (total 24 discs per group).

Immunohistological staining
Coronal lumbar disc tissue sections of 7 μm thickness were de-paraffinized and incubated either in
microwaved citrate buffer for 20 min, with proteinase K for 10 min at room temperature, or with
Chondroitinase ABC for 30 min at 37 °C for antigen retrieval. Then the sections were blocked in 5% normal
serum (Thermo Fisher Scientific, 10000 C) in PBS-T (0.4% Triton X-100 in PBS), and incubated with
antibodies against Collagen I (1:100, Abcam ab34710), collagen II (1:400, Fitzgerald 70R-CR008), collagen
X (1:500, Abcam ab58632), aggrecan (1:50, Millipore AB1031); chondroitin sulfate (1:300, Abcam
ab11570 ) and COMP (1:200, Abcam ab231977); NP phenotypic markers: CA3 (1:150, SantaCruz) and
Keratine19 (1:50, DSHB TROMA-III); senescent markers: tdTOM/RFP (1:100, Rockland 600-401-379); p19Arf
(1:200, Novus NB200-106), p21 (1:200, Novus NB100-1941), RB (1:100, Abcam, ab85607), CDK4 (1:50,
Santa Cruz DCS-35), Ki67 (1:100, Abcam ab15580) and γH2AX (1:200, Cell Signaling 9718) and SASP:
IL1β (1:100, Novus NB600-633), IL-6 (1:50, Novus NB600-1131), MCP1 (1:150, Abcam ab25124), TGFβ1 (1:100, Αbcam ab92486) and MMP13 (1:200, Abcam ab39012); autophagy evaluation: LC3 (1:200,
Novus NB100-2220) in blocking buffer at 4 °C overnight. For GLUT-1 (1:200, Abcam, ab40084) and ARGxx
(1:200, Abcam, ab3773) staining, Mouse on Mouse Kit (Vector laboratories, BMK-2202) was used for
blocking and primary antibody incubation. Tissue sections were thoroughly washed and incubated with Alexa
Fluor-594 conjugated secondary antibody (Jackson ImmunoResearch Lab, Inc.), at a dilution of 1:700 for
1 h at room temperature in dark. The sections were washed again with PBS-T (0.4% Triton X-100 in PBS)
and mounted with ProLong® Gold Antifade Mountant with DAPI (Thermo Fisher Scientific, P36934). All
mounted slides were visualized with Axio Imager 2 (Carl Zeiss) using 5×/0.15 N-Achroplan (Carl Zeiss) or
20×/0.5 EC Plan-Neofluar (Carl Zeiss) objectives, X-Cite® 120Q Excitation Light Source (Excelitas), AxioCam
MRm camera (Carl Zeiss), and Zen2™ software (Carl Zeiss). LC3-positive puncta were examined with Nikon
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A1R confocal microscope. Positive staining for markers and LC3 puncta were measured by area (pixel /area)
2

using ImageJ software (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).

TUNEL assay

TUNEL assay was performed on lumbar disc sections using “In situ cell death detection” Kit (Roche
Diagnostic). Briefly, sections were de-paraffinized and permeabilized using Proteinase K (20 μg/mL) for
15 min at room temperature. TUNEL assay was then carried out per manufacturer's protocol. The sections
were washed and mounted with ProLong® Gold Antifade Mountant with DAPI (Thermo Fisher Scientific) and
were visualized with Axio Imager 2 microscope (Carl Zeiss).

Tissue RNA isolation and Real time RT-PCR analysis

NP tissue was dissected from lumbar and caudal discs of 5- and 18-month C57BL/6 mice, and
immediately placed in RNAlater® Reagent (INVITROGEN). 7 mice per genotype were sacrificed for RNA
isolation and NP tissue pooled from single animal served as an individual sample. NP tissue was collected
in RNAlater® Reagent and homogenized with a Pellet Pestle Motor (Sigma Aldrich, Z359971). Total RNA
was extracted from the tissue lysates using RNeasy® Mini kit (Qiagen). The purified, DNA-free RNA was
converted to cDNA using EcoDry™ Premix (Clontech). Template cDNA and gene-specific primers were added
to Power SYBR Green master mix (Applied Biosystems) and mRNA expression was quantified using the Step
One Plus Real-time PCR System (Applied Biosystems). GAPDH was used to normalize gene expression.
Melting curves were analyzed to verify the specificity of the RT-PCR and the absence of primer dimer
formation. Thermal cycle was programmed for 20 s at 95 °C as initial denaturation, followed by 40 cycles
of 30 s at 95 °C, and 30 s at 60 °C, with final melt curve and extension for 15 s at 95 °C, 1 min. at 60 °C,
and 15 s at 95°C. Custom PCR primers specific to murine p53 (F: TAGGTAGCGACTACAGTTAGGG; R:
CATGGCAGTCATCCAGTCTT),
GTGAACGTTGCCCATCATCATC);

p19Arf

(F:

and

p16Ink4a

GCACCGTAGTTGAGCAGAAGAG) were reported earlier[27].

Statistical analysis
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TGAGGCTAGAGAGGATCTTGAGAA;

R:

(F:

R:

CGGTCGTACCCCGATTCAG;

Statistical analysis was performed using Prism7 (GraphPad, La Jolla, CA, USA). Data is represented
as mean ± SEM. Data distribution was checked with Shapiro-Wilk normality test and the differences between
two groups were analyzed by Mann-Whitney for non-normally distributed data. Statistical analysis of Modified
Thompson Grading was performed using Kruskal-Wallis test followed by Dunn’s multiple comparison test. χ2
test was used to analyze differences between distribution of percent-degenerated-discs. p<0.05 was
considered a statistically significant difference.
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3.8 Supplementary

Chap.3 Supplemental Figure 1: (A-A’). Acantm1(cre/ERT2)Crm;p16 ;Rosa-ZsGreen mice were used as negative
control to assess specificity of the TdTom detection. Robust expression of Aggrecan-Cre positive cells
(ZsGreen) is seen in disc compartments without tdTOM/Red signal. Scale bar = 200 µm
fl/+
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4.1 Abstract
Intervertebral disc degeneration is highly prevalent in the elderly population and is a leading cause of
chronic back pain and disability. Studies have linked degeneration with increased disc cell senescence. To
explore the potential of Dasatinib and Quercetin combination (D+Q) in preventing age-dependent progression
of degeneration, we treated C57BL/6 mice beginning at 6, 14 and 18 months up to analysis at 23-monthsof-age. Interestingly, 6- and 14-month D+Q cohorts showed an overall healthier tissue morphology and
decreased grades of degeneration as compared to vehicle-treated groups. D+Q treatment resulted in a
striking decrease in p16INK4a, p19ARF, p21 and pRB abundance, along with decreased levels of key SASP
markers IL-1β, IL-6 and MMP13. This reduction in senescent cell burden was associated with the
preservation of disc cell viability, phenotype, and extra-cellular matrix content in aged mice. Transcriptomic
analysis showed unique compartment-specific effects of D+Q treatment. DEGs in annulus fibrosus (AF)
showed enrichment for pathways related to response to stress and DNA damage and repair, ribosome
biogenesis, mitochondrion organization, and ATP metabolic processes. DEGs in the nucleus pulposus (NP)
were associated with skeletal muscle cell differentiation and protein kinase activity. D+Q treatment modulated
the cell death and cytokine response in both tissue compartments. D+Q treated mice also showed an overall
decrease in the systemic burden of inflammation. Together these results suggest that senolytics may provide
a novel approach to mitigate age-dependent disc degeneration and that the outcome is dependent on
treatment duration and tissue type.
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4.2 Introduction
With the increase of human lifespan, the prevalence and impact of age-dependent diseases is
increasing. In a recent global survey of 50 chronic pathological conditions, low back pain (LBP) and neck
pain are ranked the 1st and 4th top causes for years lived with disability (1). Although the etiology of LBP is
not entirely understood, disc degeneration is regarded as one of the major contributors to this pathology (2).
Importantly, intervertebral disc degeneration and disease progression is exacerbated with aging (2, 3).
Accordingly, there is an urgent need to understand the underlying mechanisms of disc aging and find
solutions to delay or ameliorate the progression of age-dependent degeneration.

The intervertebral disc provides flexibility and range of motion, and plays a key role in accommodating
the mechanical loads applied to the spinal column. These functional properties are possible due to the
interaction of 3 different disc compartments: the central nucleus pulposus (NP) – an aneural and avascular
tissue, derived from the embryonic notochord and rich in aggrecan; the circumferential, ligamentous annulus
fibrous (AF) - mainly composed by collagen fibers; and the cartilaginous endplates (CEP) bordering the NP
and AF on cranial and caudal surfaces. It is now recognized that abnormal function of any of these
compartments can lead to degeneration of the others (4, 5). Defining features of intervertebral disc
degeneration include decreased abundance and quality of extracellular matrix proteins, loss of biomechanical
properties, an increase in inflammatory cytokine expression, catabolic processes, changes in cell phenotype
and cell death (6–8). Despite widespread prevalence and disease burden, it is surprising that there is no
disease-modifying treatment available currently for treating disc degeneration and associated pathologies.

Studies of human tissues and mouse models have shown an increased incidence of senescent cells
during intervertebral disc aging and degeneration (9–12). Senescent cells are broadly characterized by cell
cycle arrest, apoptotic-resistance, and the production of catabolic factors known as the senescenceassociated secretory phenotype (SASP) (13, 14). Senescence can be induced in response to a variety of
stimuli including telomere attrition, oncogenes, and cell stress (e.g., oxidative, genotoxic, cytokine) can
contribute to the activation and senescence transformation (13, 14). Increased expression of cell cycle
inhibitors p21, p53, and p16INK4a are responsible for maintaining the stable arrest of senescence. Alterations
to cell division are accompanied by an increase in cytokines, chemokines, and other SASP proteins. These
phenotypic changes culminate in inflammation, fibrosis, loss of regeneration capacity and ultimately tissue
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degeneration (14). Recently, we analyzed AcanCreERT2;p16Ink4a conditional knockout mice and found decreased
levels of cell death, SASP, and aberrant matrix changes in the discs of aged mice (12, 15). This finding is
supported by reduced oxidative stress and disc degeneration in Cdkn2a germline knockout mice in response
to a tail suspension model (15). In a different approach, Patil et al. used genetically engineered p16-3MR
transgenic mice to show that systemic clearance of p16INK4a positive cells with ganciclovir mitigated age-related
disc degeneration by decreasing matrix catabolism and senescent cells in the disc compartment (11). While
these studies implicate senescent cells in driving disc pathology, there have been no published studies on
whether long-term senolytic therapy can be used to rescue, cure, or even prevent disc degeneration
throughout physiological aging.

Recently, promising results have been reported using senolytic drugs to treat age-related disorders.
The concept of senolytic therapy is that apoptosis can be selectively initiated in senescent cells by inhibiting
the pro-survival mechanisms that are upregulated during senescence. Zhu et al. first demonstrated this
concept by suppressing the pro-survival BCL-XL and EFNB1 pathways that are highly activated by senescent
cells (16). Since then, different drugs including Navitoclax, Fisetin, and FOXO4-related peptide were tested,
with positive results to target senescent cells and improve tissue function (17–19). Of note, the combination
of Dasatinib (D), a Src/tyrosine kinase inhibitor, and Quercetin (Q), a natural flavonoid that is used as a
dietary supplement with demonstrated binding to BCL-2 and modulates activity of transcription factors, cell
cycle proteins, pro- and anti-apoptotic proteins, growth factors and protein kinases (20, 21), showed high
efficiency in targeting senescent cells and beneficial effects in age-related disorders (22): decrease in frailty
scores and bone loss (16, 23) and improvement of physical condition and lifespan (24). Recently, the efficacy
of D+Q combination was also tested in human clinical trials and showed a reduction in senescent cells and
improvement in physical performance (25, 26). Cognizant of these results, we investigated the therapeutic
potential of D+Q combination in the context of disc degeneration. Accordingly, we treated wild type C57BL/6
(BL6) mice from 6-months (to prevent onset of disc degeneration), 14-months (to block progression of disc
degeneration), and 18-months (to rescue established disc degeneration) until 23-months of age. We
assessed the effect of senolytics on age-dependent disc degeneration by characterizing lumbar disc
morphology, transcriptomic changes in NP and AF compartments and systemic changes in each of the D+Q
treated cohort. Our results show for the first time that there is a time-dependent effect of the D+Q senolytic
cocktail on restoring disc health. This work provides a proof of principle that senolytics can be developed into
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a clinically relevant, non-invasive, therapeutic approach to mitigate effects of age-dependent disc
degeneration.
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4.3 Results

Dasatinib and Quercetin treatment alleviates age-dependent intervertebral disc degeneration and decreases
senescence burden
Senescence is known to play an essential role in the intervertebral disc pathology and disease
progression (11, 12, 15). Surprisingly, there are no pharmacological approaches to prevent age-related disc
degeneration. We therefore treated wild type C57BL/6 (BL6) mice starting from 6-, 14- and 18-months until
the age of 23-months old (6-23M, 14-23M, 18-23M) with a weekly injection of Dasatinib (D) and Quercetin
(Q) combination to target senescent cells and prevent and/or treat age-related disc degeneration (Fig.1A)

(16, 23, 24). Histological analysis of lumbar discs of D+Q treated mice from 6-23M and 14-23M cohorts
showed better preservation of tissue and cell morphology, with maintenance of NP/AF compartment
demarcation and NP cell band, and lower number of AF clefts compared to Vehicle-treated control animals
(Veh) (Fig.1B and Suppl.1A). On the other hand, the mice in 18-23M cohort did not show any significant
improvements in disc morphology in comparison to the Veh group (Suppl.1B). Scoring of histological grades
of degeneration of lumber levels was performed independently by four observers blinded to treatment
protocols using a modified Thompson grading system (27, 28). Evaluation of grade distributions as well as
combined average grades showed lower scores of degeneration in the NP and AF compartments of 6-23M
and 14-23M D+Q treated cohorts in comparison to respective Veh treated groups (Fig.1C-D). Level by level
analysis of NP degeneration scores showed significantly lower grades in L4-5 and L5-6 levels of 6-23M and
14-23M D+Q treated mice, respectively, with a trend of lower grades at other levels (Fig.1E and Suppl. 1C).
Similarly, level by level analysis of AF degeneration grades showed a significant decrease in scores at L3-4
and L5-6 in the 14-23M cohort, with a trend of decreasing grades in the 6-23M cohort (Fig.1E and Suppl.
1D). Supporting these histological observations, the 18-23M D+Q group presented comparable grade
distributions as well as similar pooled and level by level average grades to the Veh group (Suppl.1C-D).
Together, these results provide strong evidence that D+Q treatment mitigates age-related disc degeneration
and that the intervention window and the disease status at the start of the treatment is crucial for therapeutic
success.
To evaluate the potential of D+Q treatment in decreasing senescence burden of the intervertebral disc,
we evaluated multiple disc levels for several senescence markers. We selected 14-23M cohort animals for
this and subsequent analyses as these mice showed the most pronounced effect of treatment on disc
morphology and also better reflect the middle-age patient population (40-50 year) that seeks treatment in
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clinics due to increased prevalence of LBP(29). Interestingly, both p16INK4a and p19ARF, well known markers of
senescence in vivo showed an overall decrease in D+Q treated discs (Fig.1F-H) (13, 14, 30–32). Similarly,
levels of p21 and pRB, potent cell cycle inhibitors, and key downstream mediators of senescence were also
decreased in D+Q treated group (Fig.1I-K) (33). Altogether, these results suggest that D+Q treatment
successfully targets and reduces senescent cells in the intervertebral disc.
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Chap.4 Figure 1: Senolytic drugs Dasatinib and Quercetin alleviate age-dependent intervertebral disc
degeneration and decrease abundance of senescence markers. (A) Schematic showing study design:
peritoneal injections were administered once every week to mice starting from 6-months (6M), 14-months
(14M) and 18-months (18M) of age until they became 23-month old (23M) - Vehicle (1:1 PBS/DMSO), D+Q
(Dasatinib - 5mg/kg, plus Quercetin - 50mg/kg). (B) Histology of 14-23M cohort showed preservation of
tissue architecture and cell morphology in the NP, AF, and CEP in D+Q treated mice. Zooming on areas from
low magnification 5X images of 14-23M show NP, AF and CEP compartment morphology. (C-D) Modified
Thompson Grading averages and grade distributions showed lower average scores of degeneration in mice
that were treated starting from 6M and 14M. Mice in 18M D+Q cohort showed comparable scores the Veh
group. (E) Level by level analysis of L3-6 lumbar spine showed more evident decrease in degeneration grades
in NP compartment at L5-6, and AF compartment at L3-4 and L5-6 levels. Staining and abundance of key
markers of senescence (F-H) P16INK4a and P19ARF, and down-stream markers (I-K) p21 and pRB in disc
compartments. t-test or Mann-Whitney test was used as appropriate for comparing differences between Veh
and D+Q groups. 6M: Veh (n=13), D+Q (n=15); 14M: Veh (n=8), D+Q (n=7); 18M: Veh (n=11), D+Q (n=9);
3 lumbar levels per strain were analyzed. Scale bar B-D’, F, G, I, J and NP and AF= 200 µm; Scale bar F’,
G’, I’, J’=50 µm. NP: nucleus pulposus; AF: annulus fibrosus; EP: endplate; GP: growth plate, VB: vertebral
bone.

D+Q treatment mitigated age-dependent progression of SASP, and preserved NP cell phenotype and viability
SASP is known to promote tissue inflammation, catabolism, and fibrosis, which contributes to the
progression of degenerative pathologies (14). To study the age-dependent progression of SASP markers in
the disc and whether they are responsive to D+Q treatment, we evaluated the levels of IL-1β, IL-6, and
MMP13, key secreted mediators of senescent cells in different tissues including intervertebral disc (11, 12,

17, 34). In addition to the Veh and D+Q groups (14-23 M cohort), we analyzed 1-year old BL6 mice as a
reference for healthy adult state and to understand the effect of aging on measured parameters. Quantitative
immunohistochemical analysis showed that IL-6 and MMP13 levels were lower in both D+Q and 1-year old
BL6 mice compared to the Veh group (Fig.2B-C’’’). In contrast, higher levels of IL-1β were seen in D+Q and
1-year old BL6 compared to the Veh treated group (Fig.2A’’’). To investigate the effects of D+Q treatment on
maintenance of the NP cell phenotype and disc cell viability during aging, we analyzed the levels of CA3 and
GLUT1 (35), and performed TUNEL staining. While NP cells from D+Q treated and healthy 1-year-old BL6
mice robustly expressed CA3 and GLUT1; the Veh group showed decreased abundance of these phenotypic
markers (Fig.2C’’’). Moreover, discs of D+Q treated mice showed higher cellularity and evidenced lower
percentage of TUNEL positive cells. Interestingly, discs from 1-year old mice showed a comparable level of
cell number and TUNEL positive cells to D+Q cohort suggesting a cytoprotective effect of the treatment on
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cells. Together, these results suggest that D+Q treatment decreases SASP, preserves NP cell phenotype and
cell viability during aging.

Chap.4 Figure 2: D+Q treatment prevents age dependent SASP progression, promotes NP cell
phenotype maintenance, and disc cell viability. (A-C’’’) Immunohistological staining and staining area
quantification of SASP markers in disc compartments of 1-year-old- healthy Ctr, 14- 23M Veh and 14-23M
D+Q treated mice IL-1, IL-6 and MMP13. (D-E’’’) Quantitative immunostaining of NP cell phenotypic markers
CA3 and GLUT1. (F-F’’’) Cell death assessment in the disc compartments by TUNEL staining. ANOVA or
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Kruskal-Wallis test was used as appropriate; n=6 mice/group, 2-3 levels per mouse were analyzed. Scale
bar A-F’’=50 µm. Scale bar C-C’’=200 µm.

D+Q treatment preserved healthy extracellular matrix and decreased Aggrecan degradation during aging
Integrity of the extracellular matrix is vital for proper function of the disc. To understand the
extracellular matrix turnover in the disc during aging and the effect of D+Q treatment, we measured the
abundance of predominantly expressed collagens and aggrecan parameters in healthy 1-year-old BL6, and
Veh and D+Q treated 23-month-old BL6 mice (14-23M cohort). COL1, COL2, and COMP abundance in discs
was lower in Veh group compared to 1-year-old healthy BL6 mice (Fig.3A-C’’’). Interestingly, while COL2
levels did not change in D+Q treatment group, COL1, and COMP levels were higher compared to Veh (Fig.3AC’’’). Moreover, COLX, a highly expressed collagen type during disc degeneration (8), was present at a lower
level in both 1-year-old BL6 and D+Q groups compared to Veh (Fig.2D-D’’’). Chondroitin sulfate is an essential
and functional constituent of aggrecan, a proteoglycan responsible for water binding and viscoelastic
properties of the disc (36). Despite comparable abundance of CS between 1-year-old and Veh treated group,
D+Q treated mice showed higher abundance of CS compared to Veh group (Fig.3E-E’’’). Additionally,
abundance of ARGxx, a neopeptide maker generated following aggrecan degradation, was significantly lower
in discs of D+Q treated mice compared to Veh treated group (Fig.3F’-F’’’). Surprisingly, we did not find
significant differences between overall abundance of ARGxx levels between discs of 1-year-old and Veh groups
suggesting that aggrecan degradation likely begins at earlier time points than thought (Fig.3F-F’). These
results suggest that D+Q treatment contributed to collagen and aggrecan homeostasis.
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Chap.4 Figure 3: D+Q treatment preserved healthy extracellular matrix composition with a decrease in
Aggrecan degradation during aging. (A-F’’’) Staining and abundance in disc compartment of essential
extracellular matrix proteins in 1 year-old-Ctr, 14-23M Veh and 14-23M D+Q groups: Collagen I, Collagen II,
COMP, Collagen X, Chondroitin sulfate and ARGXX neoepitope. ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis test was used as
appropriate; n=6 mice/strain, 2-3 levels per mouse were analyzed. Scale bar A-F’’=50 µm.

D+Q treatment resulted in distinct transcriptomic modulation in AF and NP compartments
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We performed microarray analysis of AF and NP tissues from discs of 14-23M Veh and D+Q treated
mice. Initially, we studied the baseline differences between AF and NP compartments by analyzing the
differentially expressed genes (DEGs) between AF-Veh and NP-Veh (Fig. 4A-C and Suppl.2). The
transcriptomic profiles of each tissue clustered distinctly along with principal components (Fig. 4A). Analysis
of DEGs showed a total of 10283 genes; p<0.05 and a similar percentage of DEGs up- and down-regulated
between in AF and NP comparison, 49% and 51%, respectively (Suppl.2A). Expectedly, NP tissue showed
higher levels of Krt19, Slc2a1 and Car3, well-established markers of NP compartment, whereas AF presented
higher levels of Col1a2, Comp, and Ibsp, markers of AF compartment (Fig. 4B) (37, 38). Importantly, each
tissue presented a unique regulation of genes related to the matrix, focal adhesion, and phenotype regulation
in 23M old mice (Suppl.2B-C). Additionally, related to regulation of cell cycle, higher levels of Cdkn2d along
with Ccnd2, Pcna, and E2f2 were seen in the AF, while NP compartment showed elevated levels of Cdkn1c,

Cdkn1b, Cdkn2b, Ccnd1 and Atm (Fig. 4C). This data suggests that AF and NP compartments present
distinct transcriptomic profiles at 23M, with divergent regulation of critical biological pathways, including cell
cycle.
To explore the biological pathways targeted by D+Q treatment in each disc compartment, we then
compared AF-D+Q vs. AF-Veh and found 1646 DEGs of which 66% were upregulated and 35% were downregulated in the D+Q group, p<0.05 (Fig.4D and Suppl.3A-B). To understand the biological impact of these
DEGs, we performed gene enrichment analysis of up- and down-regulated DEGs from D+Q vs Veh groups
using PANTHER Overrepresentation Test (39). The upregulated AF DEGs in D+Q treated mice showed
enrichment of G protein-coupled receptor (GPCR) signaling, response to stress, mitotic cell cycle, cellular
response to DNA damage stimulus, cell adhesion, and DNA repair pathways (Fig. 4E). We found several AF
DEGs associated with negative regulation of cell death: Hhip, C7, Pcp4, Cntfr, Il2, Serpinb13, Card13, and

Il7; mitotic cell cycle: Slxl1, Morc2b, Stard9, Piwil2, Rab11, fip3, Trim36, Irf6, Myog, and Tppp; DNA repair
and response to stress: Cd36, Mid1, Morc2b, Vsig4, Ccr7, Spo11, Gpx2, Serpinb3a, Ccl1, Mink1, Il2, Il21
and Cxcl5 (Suppl.3C). On the other hand, down-regulated AF DEGs in D+Q were enriched for ribosome
biogenesis, mitochondria organization, cellular respiration, response to cytokines, ATP metabolic process,
regulation of cell death as well as GPCR signaling (Fig. 4F). Some of the DEGs related to cellular respiration
were: Atp5d, Atp5f1, Atp5o, Atp5g1, Ndufs8, Nduf7, Ndufc2, Ndufb5, Ndufb8, Sdhd, Dld, Cox6a1 and

Sdhaf2; ribosome biogenesis: Upt3, Rpl38, Rps16, Ddx52, Rps15, Rps17, Rps21, Rps5, Rpl38, Rpl6,
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Mrpl20 and Fastkd2; Response to cytokines: Myc, Socs3, Nfil3, Junb, Mcl1, Irf1, Klf6, Hsp90aa1, Vamp8,
Icam1, Cebpb, Tnfrsf1a, Igbp1, Il6ra, Hspa5, Mapk3, Cd14 and Irak2 (Suppl.3D).
Analysis of DEGs comparing NP-D+Q vs. NP-Veh showed 964 DEGs of which 54% were upregulated
and 46% down-regulated, p<0.05 (Fig.4G and Suppl.3E-F). Importantly, down-regulated DEGs in the D+Q
group showed enrichment in the regulation of DNA-templated transcription in response to stress, skeletal
muscle cell differentiation, regulation of cell death, protein kinase activity, apoptotic process, transcription by
RNA polymerase II and regulation of phosphorylation pathways (Fig. 4H). Some of the DEGs related with
skeletal muscle cell differentiation were: Atf3, Nr4a1, Btg2, Maff, Egr1, Sap30, Scx, and Asb2; transcription
by RNA polymerase II: Fosb, Fos, Junb, Jun, Nfil3, Egr2, Atf4, and Jund; regulation of protein kinase activity:

Errfi1, Gadd45g, Dusp6, Egr1, Cyr61, Dusp1, Dusp8, Taf7, Hspb1, Efna1, Cdkn2d, Sesn2, Pdgfc, Mapk3k2,
Gadd45b; regulation of cell death: Pim1, Cyr61, Klf4, Serpine1, Id3, Mcl1, Rhob, Pim3, Efna1, Axl, Myc,
Itga5, Eif2b5, Cdh1, Aven and Bdnf (Suppl.3G). Interestingly, upregulated DEGs in D+Q treated NP showed
enrichment for zinc finger transcription factor, defense/immunity protein and immunoglobin related
molecular classes (Suppl.3H-I). Some of these genes include Ersr1, Ppox, Polg2, Hoxd10, Slc4a1, Xlr4b,

Ppp1r10, Fbxw26, Tlr7, Snapc3, Lrif1, Zkscan7, Tet2, Dmrta1, Zfp760, Ermap, Ogt, Ankzf1, Lipf, Apol11b,
Ddc, Il1rpl1, Adamts20, Eaf2 and Xlr4a.
To further explore the pathways commonly modulated in AF and NP by D+Q treatment, we investigated
which DEGs showed change in both AF-D+Q vs. AF-Veh and NP-D+Q vs. NP-Veh. From this analysis, we
found 103 common DEGs (Fig.4I). Interestingly, analysis of this DEGs showed enrichment for cell death,
response to cytokines, regulation of RNA polymerase II and ERK1/ERK2 cascade pathways (Fig.4J). Most of
DEGs related to cell death/ERK cascade were down-regulated in AF and NP and include: Cd14, Cebpb, Sfn,

Gadd45g, Zfp36l, Ccnl1, Ctsh, and Dusp6; as well as the ones related to response to cytokines: Junb,
Psmb3, Nfil3, and Socs. Likewise, common DEGs linked to regulation of transcription were: Ifrd1, Egr2, Vhl,
Klf6, Ets2, ler5, Fosl2 and Sesn2 (Fig.4K). Overall, these results suggest that AF and NP compartments in
old mice possess distinct baseline transcriptomic profiles, and D+Q treatment results in modulation of both
unique as well as common pathways in each tissue.
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Chap.4 Figure 4: D+Q treatment promoted transcriptomic modulation of cell death, response to
cytokines, regulation of RNA polymerase II and ERK1/ERK2 cascade in AF, and NP compartments. (A)
Transcriptomic profiles of AF (n=5) and NP (n=5) from 14-23M Veh mice clustered distinctly along with
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principal components. (B) Volcano Plot, showing up- and downregulated DEGs from 23M AF vs. 23M NP
comparison used for GO Process enrichment analysis, p-value < 0.05. (C) Schematic summarizing the DEGs
between AF and NP at 23M related to cell cycle regulation. (D) Volcano Plot, showing up- and downregulated
DEGs from D+Q AF vs. Veh AF comparison, p < 0.05. (E) Representative GO processes of upregulated
genes in from D+Q AF vs. Veh AF. (I) Representative GO processes of downregulated genes in from D+Q AF
vs. Veh AF. (G) Volcano Plot, showing up- and downregulated DEGs from D+Q NP vs. Veh NP comparison,
p-value < 0.05. (H) Representative GO processes of downregulated genes in from D+Q NP vs. Veh NP. (I)
Venn Diagram of common DEGs from D+Q AF vs. Veh AF and D+Q NP vs. Veh NP, p-value ≤ 0.05. (J)
Representative GO processes of common DEGs from panel I. (K) Representative DEGs from selected GO
processes from panel J. GO analysis was performed using PANTHER Overrepresentation Test, GO Ontology
database annotation, binomial statistical test with FDR < 0.05.

D+Q treatment mitigated an age-associated increase in circulatory levels of proinflammatory, cytokines and
Th17 related proteins
To explore the impact of aging and D+Q treatment on the status of systemic inflammation, we
performed multiplex analysis of several inflammatory molecules from plasma comparing Young (6 month)
vs. Old BL6 (23 month) and D+Q vs. Veh cohorts were analyzed at the time of sacrifice. Data from 14-23M
treatment are shown in Figure 5, with data from the 6-23M and 18-23M shown in Supp Fig. 4. (6- and 18months-old). Aged mice showed an increase in several proinflammatory proteins: IFN-γ, IL2, IL-6, and TNFα; cytokines: IL-27p28/IL-30 and MCP-1; and Th17 inflammatory mediators: IL-16, IL-17A, IL-17C, IL-21
and MIP-3α (Fig.5A-C). An increase in anti-inflammatory cytokine IL-10 was also noted with aging (Fig.5A).
Interestingly there was a significant decreased in plasma levels of IL-1β in all three D+Q treated cohorts.
Moreover, 6-23M D+Q group showed diminished levels of IL-6 and TNF-α, and 18-23M D+Q cohort showed
decreased levels of IL-2 compared to Veh group (Fig.5A’ and Suppl.4A-A’). Levels of IL-15, IL-17A/F, IL27p28/IL-30, IL-33, IP-10, MIP-2, MIP-1α/CCL3 and MCP-1 did not show any significant modulation
between Veh and D+Q for all 3 cohorts (Fig.5B’ and Suppl.4B-B’). Noteworthy, while 18M cohort did not
present any change in Th17 related molecules, 14M D+Q group showed decreased levels in IL-16, IL-17E/IL25, IL-21, IL-22 and IL-31 (Fig.5C’ and Suppl.4C’). Similarly, the 6-23M D+Q group showed decreased levels
of IL-17C, IL-22, and IL-31 (Suppl.4B). These results suggest that despite increased systemic inflammation
with aging, D+Q treatment resulted in an overall suppression of proinflammatory and Th17 mediators which
is influenced by the treatment period.
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Chap.4 Figure 5: D+Q treatment prevented the age-associated systemic increase in proinflammatory,
cytokines, and Th17 related proteins. Multiplex analysis of the main (A-A’) proinflammatory, (B-B’)
cytokines and (C-C’) Th17 related proteins in plasma of young (6M), old (23M), Veh-14-23M and D+Q-1423M groups. t-test or Mann-Whitney test was used as appropriate. ns: no significance; * p < 0.05; ** p <
0.01; *** p < 0.001.

Prolonged D+Q treatment was well tolerated and beneficial effects varied between skeletal tissue types
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Previous studies have shown a positive effect of D+Q treatment on different tissues. However, the
optimal starting point and duration window of treatment in age-related-pathologies is not well explored (23,

24, 40). We therefore analyzed survival percentage, change in body weight, vertebral bone properties, and
osteoarthritis status in the knee joints in 23-molth-old mice from three treatment cohorts. Mice in D+Q treated
groups showed comparable survival percentages with respect to Veh treated animals and were in accordance
to strain lifespan expectancy, as seen in Jackson Laboratory's lifespan aging studies (Fig.6A and Suppl.5A,
D). D+Q treated mice, with the exception of a trend in female mice in the 6-23M cohort, showed comparable
weight progression during aging as compared to Veh controls (Fig.6B-C and Suppl.5B-C, E-F). As part of the
frailty index evaluation, we measured the grip strength of the 6-23M cohort. Interestingly, D+Q mice showed
increased force in comparison to the Veh group (Suppl.5G). We also assessed whether D+Q treatment
influenced disc height and disc height index (DHI). Interestingly, while none of the 3 cohorts showed
significant differences in DHI, there was a trend towards increased disc height in 6-23M D+Q mice as
compared to Veh (Fig. 6D and Suppl.8A-C). Mice from the 18-23M D+Q cohort showed an increase in
trabecular and cortical bone thickness, as well as cortical bone area in females (Suppl. Fig. 6 and 7).
However, we did not see any improvements in trabecular and cortical bone parameters in 6-23M and 1423M female and male mice cohorts (Fig.6E-F, Suppl.6, and 7). Additionally, we investigated the extent to
which D+Q mitigated the development of hindlimb OA. To provide a measure of cartilage degeneration, we
used the OARSI score (41) summed across the four quadrants of the joint. The distribution of histological
scores was similar between the vehicle control and D+Q treatments in the 14-23M cohort (Fig. 6G). The wide
distribution in scores was at least partly driven by sex, but there was no trend towards improved scores in
either males or females with D+Q treatment in any of the treatment duration cohorts (Suppl. 8D-E). Taken
together these results suggest that the prolonged D+Q treatment is well tolerated by mice. Interestingly
however, the treatment showed differential effects on progression of aging pathologies depending on the
skeletal tissue type (i.e. bone and cartilage) and starting point of treatment.
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Chap.4 Figure 6: Long-term D+Q treatment was well tolerated by mice. (A) Survival curve from 14-23M
Veh vs. D+Q cohort. (B) Weight progression in males from 14-23M Veh vs. 14-23 D+Q cohort. (C) Weight
progression in females from 14-23M Veh vs. D+Q cohort. (D) Disc height index comparison between 1423M Veh and D+Q groups. (E) Representative lumbar spine µCT pictures and bone properties - BV/TV,
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trabecular thickness, and cortical bone thickness of Veh and D+Q males from the 14-23M cohort. (F)
Representative lumbar spine µCT pictures and bone parameter analysis BV/TV, trabecular thickness, and
cortical bone thickness of Veh and D+Q females from the 14-23M cohort. Scale bar E-F=500 µm. (G)
Representative hindlimb histology from 14-23M cohort as assessed by Safranin-O/Fast Green/Hematoxylin.
Image from lateral side of joint. Anatomical and histological features of the joint are denoted: Femur (F), Tibia
(T), meniscus (M), tidemark (TM with diamond arrow), Saf-O loss (dotted arrow), vertical clefts of cartilage
loss (solid arrow). OARSI grading (0-6) summed across 4 quadrants of joint. Males denoted by circles,
females by triangles. Scale bar E-F=500 µm, G = 20 µm.
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4.4 Discussion
Despite the staggering medical and societal costs of treating the multitude of pathologies linked to
intervertebral disc degeneration, there are very few available clinical interventions, with surgeries for
symptomatic relief having suboptimal outcomes (42). Recent studies have suggested that senescence is an
important contributor to the progression of disc degeneration (11, 12, 15). In this study, we evaluated the
therapeutic potential of the senolytic drug combination D+Q, which has shown promising results in other
tissues, to treat progression of age-dependent disc degeneration. Additionally, we determined whether disc
health outcomes vary depending on treatment starting points, as well as the systemic impact of long-term
D+Q treatment. Our results show for the first time that the D+Q combination could target senescence in the
disc in mice and these results provide proof of principle that senolytics may be useful for ameliorating agedependent disc degeneration.

Zhu et al. first discussed D+Q treatment and introduced a new class of drugs, senolytics, to selectively
target senescent cells by interfering with their pro-survival pathways (16). Among senolytics, dasatinib, and
quercetin combination has shown high efficiency in targeting senescence cells (22) and alleviating age-related
pathologies (24), (23) (43). Noteworthy, previous studies have shown an increase in senescence during disc
degeneration and aging in both humans (44) and mice (12). Additionally, systemic elimination of cells positive
for p16INK4a, an important marker of cell senescence in cartilaginous tissues (45), ameliorated disc
degeneration in old mice (11). Despite this causative relationship between senescence and disc pathology,
long-term senolytic treatment has not been used to in pre-clinical models of age-associated disc degeneration.
We therefore treated BL6 mice weekly with D+Q starting at 6-months (healthy adult disc), 14-months (signs
of early disc degeneration), and 18-months-of-age (established disc degeneration) (7) and analyzed all
cohorts at 23-months-of-age when advanced disc degeneration is evident. Preservation of tissue and cell
morphology and lower grades of degeneration in 6-23M and 14-23M treated cohorts clearly demonstrated
that D+Q treatment slows down progression of disc degeneration if treatment begins early, but fails to rescue
disc health after degeneration is well established.

Since intervertebral disc is avascular and hypoxic (4, 46) and therefore isolated from the systemic
influences of the immune system (47–49), we tested if D+Q treatment was able to reduce local senescence
burden in the disc compartments. In accordance to previous studies of other tissues, D+Q treatment
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successfully targeted and reduced p16INK4, p19ARF, p21 and pRB positive senescent cells in the intervertebral
disc. This may have resulted in preservation of cellularity as well as increased abundance of phenotypic
markers in D+Q treated animals, in line with studies of cartilage by Jeon et al (19). Several studies have
suggested that SASP is the principal mechanism responsible for promoting local fibrosis, degeneration, and
inflammation by senescence cells (34, 50). Levels of IL-6 and MMP13, known products of the SASP, showed
a reduction in D+Q treated group. However, IL-1β levels were higher in D+Q as compared to the Vehicle
group but comparable to healthy 1-year old mice (12, 34). This result was not unexpected, as a recent study
by Gorth et al. has highlighted the importance of baseline IL-1 expression for disc health maintenance during
aging (49). Additionally, supporting previous studies of p16INK4a conditional deletion in the adult disc (11, 12),
D+Q treatment mitigated levels of inflammatory mediators and metalloproteinases. Importantly, treatment
preserved the number of disc cells partially through a reduction in aging-dependent cell death and
simultaneously maintained NP cell phenotypic marker expression. These results were similar to observations
that intra-articular injection of a senolytic drug, UBX0101, preserved the chondrocyte phenotype in a model
of surgically induced osteoarthritis (19).

Since alterations in extracellular matrix composition and integrity highly correlate with disc function (8,

27), we evaluated constituents of healthy disc matrix: COL 1, COL 2 and CS as well as markers of disc
degeneration: COL X and ARGxx in treated mice (51). While not all matrix constituents were restored by D+Q
treatment to levels seen in 1-year old healthy animals, there was a noticeable improvement over Veh group
with higher levels of COL 1 and CS, along with lower levels of COLX and ARGxx. Patil et al. have shown
reduced levels of matrix catabolism in the disc when p16INK4a positive cells were deleted systemically (11).
Our findings of D+Q efficacy in targeting both SASP and restoring matrix homeostasis are in line with recent
human trials that showed effectiveness of this drug cocktail in targeting senescence and improving physical
condition of patients suffering from idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis and terminal renal disease (25, 26).

Although several studies have reported the potential of D+Q treatment to prevent disease progression
through the reduction of senescence and degeneration, the molecular mechanisms modulated by these
drugs at the transcriptomic level are still not explored. Aging significantly alters transcriptomic profiles of the
intervertebral disc with a consequent impact on morphological phenotype (27). While several studies have
shown transcriptomic differences between AF and NP cells in healthy state, during aging and degeneration
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the demarcation between these two compartments is lost and NP cells start to express markers reminiscent
of hypertrophic chondrocytes (7, 8, 52). Our results clearly showed that each compartment maintained
expression of its unique markers in old mice but differences in cell cycle regulation were evident. This last
result is of particular interest since D+Q is shown to target pro-survival network constituting tyrosine kinases,
BCL2, p53, p21, serpine, PI3K/AKT, and consequently cell cycle (16, 17). Thus, it was not surprising that
a high percentage of genes affected by D+Q treatment were unique to the AF and NP compartments.
Importantly, AF in D+Q mice showed similar increase in DEGs related to response to stress, mitotic cell cycle,
response to DNA damage stimulus and DNA repair as reported in other tissues (16). Likewise, previous
studies with ERCC-/ ∆ mice showed higher grades of disc degeneration, senescence cells, and matrix
catabolism (10, 53). Additionally, downregulated DEGs showed enrichment for several pathways related to
cell respiration, suggesting that inhibition of oxidative metabolism is crucial to maintain disc homeostasis

(54–56). In the NP compartment, in agreement with lower histological grades of degeneration and COL X
abundance, a marker of hypertrophic chondrocytes (8), downregulated DEGs showed enrichment in skeletal
cell differentiation. Noteworthy, NP and AF tissues showed modulation of cell death, response to cytokines
along with regulation of RNA polymerase, and ERK1/ERK2 cascade. These pathways are particularly
interesting as they underscore common mechanisms regulated by D+Q independent of the tissue type and
further support TUNEL staining and SASP findings (16, 19, 23). Taken together, these results clearly provide
evidence that in addition to tissue-specific effects, D+Q treatment also modulates common biological
pathways and this may explain the overall protective effect seen in different organ systems.

Since most studies have studied D+Q administration for a smaller duration of time, we wanted to
evaluate the systemic impact of the treatment protocol on other organ systems. Previously, D+Q treatment
showed improvements in the vasomotor function by increasing nitric oxide bioavailability and reducing aortic
calcification during aging (57). Analysis of circulatory inflammatory mediators clearly showed a significant
decrease in critical proinflammatory proteins and Th17 mediators in all treatment cohorts. Noteworthy, the
6-month cohort presented more pronounced downregulation of these factors suggesting that longer duration
of D+Q treatment contributed to better control of systemic inflammation. SASP can promote systemic
inflammation and immune system activity (34). Indeed some studies have explored the effects of senolytic
and senostatic drugs that target SASP secretion in decreasing tissue inflammation and enhancing the optimal
activity of the immune system (40, 50, 58). Interestingly, along with the beneficial systemic effects of D+Q
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treatment, we observed an increase in physical strength of mice in the 6-month cohort. This was important,
since strength is one of the most accurate indicators of systemic aging (59, 60) and similar results of
improved physical performance and decreased SASP expression in mice treated with D+Q from 20 to 24months have been noted (24). Moreover, recent human trials of idiopathic pulmonary fibrosis using D+Q
treatment have shown improvements in physical condition of patients along with decreased senescent cells

(25, 26). Importantly, long term treatment of mice in our study did not show noxious effects, underscoring
the safety of D+Q treatment. Additionally, and in agreement with a previous report, our 18-month treated
cohort showed improved vertebral bone quality parameters (23). Surprisingly, however, we did not see the
same beneficial effects on vertebral bone quality in 6-month and 14-month cohorts. Interestingly, a recent
study suggested that targeting senescent osteoclasts did not promote increased bone quality in old mice

(61). It is plausible that optimal treatment window may be necessary to target specific senescent populations
within bone, affecting bone homeostasis during aging. Another tissue that is often compared to intervertebral
disc due to its anatomy and matrix composition is the articular cartilage. Jeon et al. have previously shown
promising results of intra-articular injections of senolytic compound, UBX0101 ameliorating osteoarthritis
progression in ACL injury mouse model (19). In our study, while OA development was seen with aging
(especially in male mice), it was surprising that no significant improvements in age-related osteoarthritis were
noted in our treatment cohorts. It is likely that similar to AF and NP cells, chondrocytes may exhibit differential
response to D+Q treatment, making drug choice and administration method important factors while devising
senolytic treatment for a specific tissue. Indeed, more than 60% of the senescent chondrocytes from within
murine cartilage explants were cleared with 3 days of navitoclax treatment (62), but this senolytic was not
directly compared to D+Q in that study. Another possibility is that intra-articular injection of D+Q would be
needed to obtain sufficient drug concentration in the joint.

In summary, systemic administration of D+Q (21, 63) opens up a new and exciting therapeutic
approach to treat disc degeneration without the inherent risks associated with invasive surgical interventions.
The potential benefits of combination D+Q treatment include alleviation of disc degeneration, reduction in
systemic inflammation and improved physical condition during aging. We also provide new insights into tissue
specific effects of D+Q treatment and underscore importance of treatment duration.
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4.5 Methods

Mice
All animal experiments were performed under IACUC protocols approved by the Thomas Jefferson
University. 6-month, 14-month, and 18-month C57BL/6 mice were obtained from NIA aged Rodent colony,
and were aged until 23-months, and analyzed. Animals were randomly divided into 2 groups per timepoint
and received weekly intraperitoneal injections of either Vehicle (1:2 PBS and 1:2 DMSO) or Dasatinib, 5
mg/kg (Sigma-Aldrich, CDS023389) plus Quercetin, 50 mg/kg (Sigma-Aldrich, Q4951) until they became
23-months-old. Mice were weighed weekly and logged, number of animals in each cohort were as follows
6M: Veh (n=13), D+Q (n=15); 14M: Veh (n=8), D+Q (n=7); Veh 18M (n=11), D+Q (n=9).

Grip Test Analysis
Grip strength was measured using DFIS-2 Series Digital Force Gauge (Columbus Instruments, OH),
as reported previously [59]. Briefly, a digital force gauge is attached to a triangular metal pull bar that allows
for the transduction of force from the mouse to the gauge. This setup measures the strength with which the
mouse can grasp and hold onto a thin metal bar. Mice from 6-23M cohort were acclimated for a week and
tested just before their euthanization. In each trial, the mouse was allowed to grab the bar with one forepaw
and was then quickly pulled away from the gauge, so its grip was released, providing a measurement of the
force with which the mouse gripped the bar. Blinded examiner performed three trials for each forepaw with
an inter-trial interval of at least 60 seconds.

Histological Analysis
Dissected spines were fixed in 4% PFA in PBS for 48 h, decalcified in 20% EDTA and embedded in
paraffin. 7 µm mid coronal sections were cut from 6 caudal levels (Ca3-9) of each mouse and stained with
Safranin-O/Fast Green/Hematoxylin for histological assessment. Staining was visualized using an Axio
Imager 2 microscope (Carl Zeiss) using 5×/0.15 N-Achroplan or 20×/0.5 EC Plan-Neofluar objectives (Carl
Zeiss). Mid-coronal sections from > 3 lumbar discs per mouse were scored using a modified Thompson
grading scale by four blinded observers [8].

Immunohistology and cell number measurements
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De-paraffinized sections following antigen retrieval were blocked in 5% normal serum in PBS-T, and
incubated with antibodies against collagen I (1:100, Abcam ab34710), collagen II (1:400, Fitzgerald 70RCR008), COMP (1:200, Abcam ab231977), collagen X (1:500, Abcam ab58632), chondroitin sulfate (1:300,
Abcam ab11570); CA3 (1:150, Santa Cruz), p16 (1:50, Abcam ab211542), p19 (1:100, Novus NB200106), p21 (1:200, Novus NB100-1941) and pRB (1:50, Cell Signaling D20B12), IL-1β (1:100, Novus
NB600-633), IL-6 (1:50, Novus NB600-1131) and MMP13 (1:150, Abcam ab39012). For GLUT-1 (1:200,
Abcam, ab40084) and ARGxx (1:200, Abcam, ab3773) staining, MOM kit (Vector laboratories, BMK-2202)
was used for blocking and primary antibody incubation. Tissue sections were washed and incubated with
species approprtiate Alexa Fluor-594 conjugated secondary antibodies (Jackson ImmunoResearch Lab,
Inc.,1:700). The sections were mounted with ProLong® Gold Antifade Mountant with DAPI (Fisher Scientific,
P36934) and visualized with Axio Imager 2 microscope using 5×/0.15 N-Achroplan or 20×/0.5 EC PlanNeofluar objectives and images captured with Axiocam MRm monochromatic camera (Carl Zeiss). Staining
area and cell number quantification were performed using the ImageJ software (http://rsb.info.nih.gov/ij/).
Images were thresholded to subtract the background, transformed into binary format, and then staining area
and cell number were calculated using the analyze particle function in Image J.

TUNEL assay
TUNEL staining was performed using the In situ cell death detection kit (Roche Diagnostic). Briefly,
sections were deparaffinized and permeabilized using Proteinase K (20 μg/mL) for 15 min, and the TUNEL
assay was carried out per manufacturer's protocol. Sections were washed and mounted with ProLong® Gold
Antifade Mountant with DAPI and visualized and imaged with Axio Imager 2 microscope.

Tissue RNA isolation and Real-time RT-PCR analysis
NP and AF tissues were dissected from caudal discs (Ca1-Ca15) of 23-month old Veh and D+Q
animals from 14-23M cohort (Veh=5 and D+Q=4) and pooled tissue from a single animal served as an
individual sample. Samples were homogenized, and total RNA was extracted using RNeasy® Mini kit
(Qiagen). The purified, DNA-free RNA was converted to cDNA using EcoDry™ Premix (Clontech). Template
cDNA and gene-specific primers (IDT, IN) were added to Power SYBR Green master mix, and expression was
quantified using the Step One Plus Real-time PCR System (Applied Biosystems).
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Microarray Analysis and Enriched Pathways
Total RNA with RIN>4 was used for the analysis. Fragmented biotin-labeled cDNA was synthesized
using the GeneChip WT Plus kit according to the ABI protocol (Thermo Fisher). Gene chips (Mouse Clariom
S) were hybridized with biotin-labeled cDNA. Arrays were washed and stained with GeneChip hybridization
wash & stain kit and scanned on an Affymetrix Gene Chip Scanner 3000 7G, using Command Console
Software. Quality Control of the experiment was performed by Expression Console Software v 1.4.1. Chp
files were generated by sst-rma normalization from Affymetrix cel file using Expression Console Software.
Only protein-coding genes were included in the analyses. Detection above background higher than 50% was
used for Significance Analysis of Microarrays (SAM), and the p-value was set at 5%. Biological process
enrichment analysis was performed using PANTHER Overrepresentation Test, GO Ontology database
annotation, binomial statistical test with FDR≤0.05. Analyses and visualizations were done in Affymetrix
Transcriptome array console 4.0 software. Pathways schematic analysis was obtain using Expression
Console Software.

Micro-CT analysis
Micro-CT (μCT) scanning (Bruker SkyScan 1275) was performed on fixed spines using parameters:
50kV (voltage), 200μA (current) at 15 μm resolution. The 3D data sets were assessed for bone volume
fraction (BV/ TV), trabecular thickness (Tb. Th), trabecular number (Tb. N), and trabecular separation (Tb.
Sp). For cortical bone analysis, 2D assessments computed cortical bone volume (BV), cross-sectional
thickness (Cs.Th), polar moment of inertia (MMI), and Eccentricity (Ecc). Disc height and vertebral length
were measured at three different points equidistant from the center of the bone on the sagittal plane. Disc
height index (DHI) was calculated as reported previously [8], [60].

Blood Analysis
Blood was collected by heart puncture following sacrifice and centrifuged at 1500 rcf, at 4 degrees,
for 15 min to obtain plasma and was stored at -80 oC till analysis. Levels of proinflammatory proteins,
cytokines, and Th17 mediators were analyzed using V‐PLEX Mouse Cytokine 29‐Plex Kit (Meso Scale
Diagnostics, Rockville, MD) according to manufacturer’s specifications.

Statistical analyses
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The analysis was performed using Prism7 (GraphPad, La Jolla). Data are represented as mean ±
SEM. Data distribution was checked with the Shapiro-Wilk normality test, and the differences between the
two groups were analyzed by t-test or Mann-Whitney as appropriate. The differences between 3 groups were
analyzed by ANOVA or Kruskal-Wallis for non-normally distributed data, followed by Dunn’s multiple
comparison test. χ2 test was used to analyze the differences between the distribution of percentages. p<0.05
was considered a statistically significant difference.
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4.7 Supplementary

Chap.4 Supplemental Figure 1: (A, B) Representative histology of Veh and D+Q treated mice from (A) 623M and (B) 18-23M cohorts. (A) Representative low (5x) and high magnification views of a whole disc and
NP, AF and EP compartments are shown. 6-23M cohort animals showed preservation of tissue architecture
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and cell morphology in the NP, AF, and CEP in D+Q treated mice. (B) Representative histology of Veh and
D+Q animals from 18-23M cohort showing whole disc and high magnification view of NP, AF and EP
compartments. 18-23M cohort showed comparable aging and deterioration of tissue architecture and cell
morphology in the NP, AF, and CEP between both groups. (C-D) Level by level analysis of Modified Thompson
Grading averages of NP and AF compartments from L3-6 lumbar discs of 6M, 14M and 18M cohorts. 6M
Veh (n=13), 6M D+Q (n=15); 18M Veh (n=11), 18M D+Q (n=9); 3 lumbar levels per strain were analyzed.
Scale bar low magnification 5X images in first row in A and B = 200 µm; Scale bar high mag inserts = 50
µm. NP: nucleus pulposus; AF: annulus fibrosus; EP: endplate.
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Chap.4 Supplemental Figure 2: (A) Representative percentage of up- and down-regulated DEGs between
AF vs. NP comparison from 23-months-old mice from 14-23M Veh cohort. (B-C) Schematic summarizing
the DEGs between AF and NP at 23-month-old related to focal adhesion and endochondral bone ossification
pathways.

Chap.4 Supplemental Figure 3: Representative GO processes and select DEGs that change in D+Q vs.
Veh in AF and NP. (A) Representative percentage of up- and down-regulated DEGs between AF: D+Q vs. Veh
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from 14-23M cohort mice, p ≤0.05 (B) Hierarchical clustering analysis of DEGs between AF: D+Q vs. Veh.
(C) Representative DEGs from selected GO processes from upregulated DEGs between AF: D+Q vs. Veh.
(D) Representative DEGs from selected GO processes from down-regulated DEGs between AF: D+Q vs. Veh.
(E) Representative percentage of up- and down-regulated DEGs between NP: D+Q vs. Veh, p ≤0.05. (F)
Hierarchical clustering analysis of DEGs between NP: D+Q vs. Veh. (G) Representative DEGs from selected
GO processes from down-regulated DEGs between NP: D+Q vs. Veh. GO process enrichment analysis was
performed using PANTHER Overrepresentation Test, GO Ontology database annotation, binomial statistical
test with FDR ≤ 0.05. (H) Representative DEGs from selected GO processes from up-regulated DEGs between
NP: D+Q vs. Veh. (I) Representative Top 50 upregulated DEGs between NP: D+Q vs. Veh, p ≤0.05.
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Chap.4 Supplemental Figure 4: Multiplex analysis of the (A-A’) proinflammatory, (B-B’) cytokines, and
(C-C’) Th17 related proteins in serum from 6-23M and 18-23M Veh vs. D+Q cohorts. t-test or Mann-Whitney
test was used as appropriate. ns: no significance; * p < 0.05; ** p < 0.01; *** p < 0.001.
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Chap.4 Supplemental Figure 5: (A) Survival curve from 6-23M Veh vs. D+Q cohort. (B) Weight progression
in males from 6-23M Veh vs. D+Q cohort. (C) Weight progression in females from 6-23M Veh vs. D+Q
cohort. (D) Survival curve from 18-23M Veh vs. D+Q cohort. (E) Weight progression in males from 18-23M
Veh vs. D+Q cohort. (F) Weight progression in females from 18-23M Veh vs. D+Q cohort. (G) Grip test
comparison Veh and D+Q from the 6-23M cohort.
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Chap.4 Supplemental Figure 6: (A-B) 3D reconstruction showing a transverse section through
representative male and female lumbar vertebrae from 6-23M and 18-23M Veh and D+Q cohorts. Scale bar
E-F=500 µm. (C-F) Analysis of trabecular bone parameters (C-C’) BV/TV (D-D’) trabecular thickness
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(Tb.Th), (E-E’) trabecular number (Tb.N) and (F-F’) trabecular space (Tb.Sp) between Veh vs. D+Q males
and females during aging and in 6-23M and 18-23M cohorts.

Chap.4 Supplemental Figure 7: (A-B) 3D reconstruction showing surface view and hemisection through
representative male and female lumbar motion segment from 6-23M and 18-23M cohorts. Scale bar E141

F=500 µm. (C-F) Analysis of cortical bone parameters (C-C’) Bone volume (Bv) (D-D’) bone area (B.Ar)
(E-E’) cortical bone thickness (Cs.Th) and (F-F’) eccentricity cross-sectional thickness (Ecc) between Veh
vs. D+Q males and females during aging and in 6-23M and 18-23M cohorts.

Chap.4 Supplemental Figure 8: (A-C) Disc height, vertebral height, and disc height index (DHI) comparison
between Veh and D+Q mice from 6-23M, and 18-23M cohorts. (D) OARSI histological score (summed across
4 quadrants, 0-6 score for each) in Veh vs. D+Q in 6-23M and 18-23M cohorts. (E) OARSI grading in males
and females in the vehicle and DQ groups across all treatment duration cohorts analyzed in the study (Veh:
12 male, 7 female; DQ: 14 male, 5 female)). t-test or Mann-Whitney used as appropriate. * p ≤ 0.05; ** p ≤
0.01; *** p ≤ 0.001.
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Chapter 5 – Conclusion
The results presented in section 5.1 and 5.2 of this chapter were published as an original article in an
international peer-reviewed journal:
Takashi Ohnishi, Emanuel J. Novais, Makarand V. Risbud, Alterations in ECM signature underscore
multiple

sub-phenotypes

of

intervertebral

disc

https://doi.org/10.1016/j.mbplus.2020.100036
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degeneration,

Matrix

Biology

Plus,

2020,

5.1 Matrix changes during intervertebral disc aging
Despite the well-described multifactorial etiology of disc degeneration, natural aging is still one of the
major contributors to disc degeneration [1], [2]. Moreover, with the advances in medicine, nutrition, and
public health, there is an increased lifespan, and therefore, an increase in age-dependent diseases [3]. In a
study including over one thousand individuals, 40% presented with disc degeneration at 30 years old,
increasing progressively to over 90% by 55 years old [4]. Furthermore, during their lifespan, both humans
and animal models experience decreased levels and quality of extracellular matrix proteins and biomechanical
properties, as well as an increase in inflammatory cytokine expression, catabolic processes, cell death, and
consequently increase in degeneration [5]. Eyre and Muir have reported the relative amounts of collagens I
and II in human thoracolumbar and lumbar discs at various ages [6]. Collagen II constituted about 50-65%
of total collagen of AF and was higher in a teen disc than that of an old disc. Interestingly, the proportions of
collagens I and II in AF did not significantly differ in samples ranging from 5 years to 66 years old. In contrast
to AF, collagen II was more than 85% of total collagen in NP tissues regardless of age. Recently, Caldeiras et

al. have shown an increase in collagen fiber diameter and the intersection of fibers in the NP of the elderly
population. In the same study, after performing a matrisome analysis comparing young and old NP tissues,
the authors showed that levels of fibronectin (FN) and prolargin were increased, along with a decrease in
collagen XI [7]. Interestingly, these results support other studies correlating FN increase with a decrease in
aggrecan and increase in MMP levels, promoting cartilage degradation [8]. Not surprisingly, decreased levels
of aggrecan were also associated with an increase of ADAMTS and MMPs activity levels during NP aging [9].
Senescence has also been reported to increase in the intervertebral disc during aging [10]. Senescent cells
are characterized by a unique profile of catabolic and pro-inflammatory secretion, resulting in changes in disc
ECM [11]. Recently, using disc-specific conditional knockout p16INK4a mice, Novais et al. showed that COL1,
COL2, and CS levels were decreased, followed by an increase of COL10 in the NP [10]. Patil et al. supported
this idea and showed that removal of senescent cells from the aged disc leads to a decrease in MMP catabolic
activity, with improvement in disc health [9]. Osmotic response factors NFAT5/TonEBP [12], [13] and actin
regulator Arp2/3 [14] were also shown to play an essential role in organizing and maintaining ECM during
aging [14]. In TonEBP hypomorphic mice, there was global downregulation in disc matrix genes, and a
noteworthy increase in COL10, an important marker of hypertrophic chondrocytes [12]. These studies, along
with studies of disc cell senescence, suggests a possibility that ECM shift over aging is likely driven by cell
transformation. Similarly, ECM turn-over promoted by inflammatory/catabolic signaling is widely accepted.
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In fact, disc aging is often correlated with changes in IL-1, IL-6, MCP-1, MMPs, ADAMTS, and TGF-β signaling,
along with alteration in ECM composition [10]. Surprisingly, however, a recent study using IL-1α/β double
KO mouse showed that in the absence of IL-1, there was a decrease in the protein levels of COL2 and COMP
during aging [15]. This data suggests that cytokine levels in the disc can play a catabolic and anabolic role
depending on the concentration levels and stage of the disease (healthy vs. degenerated). Underscoring the
importance of cytokine concentration levels and phenotypic outcome of the disc, two recent studies reported
an increase in NP cellularity with and without increased incidence of NP herniation in hTNF-Tg mice [16],
[17]. These results suggest that during aging, there is a shift in cell phenotype, promoting changes in ECM
composition and remodeling, which might explain the increased incidence of disc degeneration and disease
in the elderly population.

5.2 Predominant disc degeneration phenotypes
A critical aspect of human disc degeneration is the broad spectrum of degenerative phenotypes.
Histological analyses of human degenerated discs have shown: disc fibrosis with loss of cells, annular clefts,
neovascularization, and sclerosis of the subchondral bone; ectopic calcification of the cartilaginous endplate
and the disc itself; and herniated discs with increased senescent cells and matrix metalloproteinases
expression [4], [18], [19]. While the contribution of genetic predisposition, tissue microenvironment, or altered
mechanical environment underlying these pathological phenotypes is still unknown, ECM seems to present
a unique profile in each subtype of disc disease. We describe below the cellular, and ECM changes seen in
three such major phenotypes (See Figure 1).

5.2.1 Disc degeneration with fibrosis
Loss of tissue viscoelastic properties is one of the significant hallmarks of disc degeneration. In fact,
the gold standard classification of disc degeneration in the clinic was proposed by Pfirrmann in 2001 [20].
This classification system of degeneration is based on signal intensity detected by T2-weighted MRI images,
that indirectly capture the ability of the NP to bind water. Consequently, the diagnosis of disc degeneration
primarily reports the shift of an ECM rich in PGs towards a more fibrotic and stiffer ECM that is rich in
collagens [4], [21]. Several contributors can promote this turn-over of the matrix. Aberrant mechanical loading
is thought to play a role in stimulating disc fibrosis tissues since, in humans, the prevalence of disc
degeneration is higher at lumbar L5/S1 and cervical C5/C6 than the other levels [21]. Interestingly, studies
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have also shown that anatomical predisposition to disc degeneration is present in other species [22].
Moreover, the combination of twin cohort studies [23] and mouse stains comparisons [1], [2], [22] indicate
that genetic background might be essential to drive disease progression towards a specific subtype of
degeneration. SM/J mice, a novel model of spontaneous disc degeneration, show fewer NP cells, associated
with an increase in hypertrophic chondrocyte-like phenotype [1]. Hypertrophic chondrocyte-like preferentially
secrete collagenous ECM [24], which might explain the increased fibrotic matrix and stiffness of degenerated
discs in SM/J mice [1], [2]. Similarly, histological and proteomic analyses of human discs have further
supported relationship amongst increased stiffness associated with a fibrotic environment, increased levels
of collagenous matrix and number of hypertrophic like cells in the degenerated disc [25]–[27].

5.2.2 Degeneration with calcification
Another common subtype of disc degeneration, mainly found in older people, is intervertebral disc
calcification [28]. Indeed, histological analysis of human cadaveric samples showed that both NP and AF
compartments could be affected, as well as an increase in COLX, calcium, inorganic phosphate, and local
Alkaline phosphatase activity [19]. Interestingly, deficiency of progranulin (PGRN), a pleiotropic growth factor,
has been shown to result in an elevation in TRAP, Cathepsin, COLX, MMP13, and ADAMTS5 levels [29]. In
this case, ACAN content was also decreased, but this time in the context of intervertebral disc calcification.
Importantly, studies affecting inorganic phosphate metabolism have also shown progressive ectopic
mineralization of the AF and adjacent ligaments, which eventually lead to NP collapse at one year [30].
Although mineralization process of the disc remains unknown, cell death, matrix remodeling, increase in local
calcium and phosphate, tissue- nonspecific alkaline phosphatase (TNAP) activity and cell transformation seen
in degenerating discs have been shown to contribute to mineralization [31], [32]. While most models of disc
degeneration present a fibrotic phenotype, LG/J mice showed an increased prevalence of intervertebral disc
calcification in the caudal spine during aging [33] as well as a higher predisposition of synovial and meniscus
calcifications following knee trauma [34]. Importantly, LG/J disc calcification features resemble the
intervertebral disc calcification seen with higher prevalence at lower thoracic levels of elderly human patients
at both histological and transcriptomic levels [19], [28], [33]. Altogether, these results suggest that the
intervertebral disc calcification phenotype underscores the combination of anatomic location, genetic
predisposition, and stress factors such as aging or trauma.
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5.2.3 Disc herniation
In humans, disc herniation is an important clinical finding associated with radicular pain, neurological
changes, and overall matrix catabolism processes [35]. Degeneration of the AF with subsequent changes in
its structure predisposes patients to develop intervertebral disc herniation. This can result in neural
compression and subsequent radicular pain [4]. Several studies have shown an important correlation
between ECM composition and herniation of the disc. Indeed, TonEBP deficient mice, which show an evident
decrease in collagen content in the AF, present an increased incidence of lumbar disc herniation [12].
Surprisingly, TgTNF mice, which also showed spontaneous disc herniation in the caudal spine, did not present
any significant changes in ECM but only a noticeable local increase in immune system activity and cytokine
expression [16], [36]. Supporting the hypothesis of anatomical/mechanical loading as a predisposition factor
to disc herniation, bipedal mice showed a significantly increased incidence of disc herniation [37]. Moreover,
destabilization of the spine by resection of spinous processes, supraspinous and interspinous ligament, with
paravertebral muscle detachment, altered AF ECM organization promoting disc herniation as well [38]. Also,
trauma-induced disc herniation, usually by annular puncture, have clearly shown the importance of annulus
fibrosus integrity to the pathology and have helped to explore the progressive local response after NP
herniation: inflammatory cascade, immune responses and matrix remodeling [39], [40]. Overall, disc ECM
profile and integrity seem to be influenced by the conjugation of local inflammation, mechanical
stress/loading, and genetic predisposition, contributing to the loss of matrix integrity and consequent NP
herniation.
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Chap.5 Figure 1: Predominant disc degeneration phenotypes and their ECM signatures. Each
degenerative sub-type is characterized by unique extracellular matrix composition and remodeling signature.
Red (increase) and blue (down) arrows represent the directionality of the change, respectively. Abbreviations:
collagen (COL); proteoglycans (PGs); tissue non-specific alkaline phosphatase (TNAP); metalloproteases
(MMP); A Disintegrin and Metalloproteinase with Thrombospondin motifs (ADAMTS); aggrecan (ACAN);
progranulin (PGRN); ATP-binding cassette sub-family C member 6 (ABCC6); aggrecanase (ADAMTS-1, -4 & 5)-generated N-terminal neoepitope ARG after cleavage (ARGxx); Nucleus pulposus (NP); Annulus fibrosis
(AF).
5.3 Senescence
Increase in senescence and p16Ink4a has been correlated with several aged related pathologies such as
osteoporosis, osteoarthritis, metabolic syndrome, cardiovascular disease, Alzheimer and disc degeneration
as well [9], [41]–[45]. Additionally, implantation of senescence cells in healthy knees resulted in osteoarthritis
disease associated with higher levels of cartilage inflammation and degradation [41]. In the context of disc
degeneration and aging, there is a tight correlation between progression of the disease and increase in
senescence and p16Ink4a expression levels in humans [46]. Previously, several authors had acknowledged
p16Ink4a as one of the most reliable markers of senescence [47], [48]. Moreover, the mouse model of progeria,
deficiency in DNA repair enzyme ERCC1, showed accelerated intervertebral disc aging, with high levels of
p16Ink4a expression and local increase in matrix catabolism and degeneration [49]. Furthermore, in vitro
studies with NP cells, showed that exposition to oxidative-stress induced p16Ink4a increase, followed by up148

regulation of SASP [11]. Nevertheless, none of these studies explored the causality relationship between
p16Ink4a expression, senescence status, and SASP secretion in the context of the intervertebral disc.
Interestingly, p16Ink4a deletion in discs cells promoted cell viability, maintenance of NP phenotypic health
markers but did not change local senescence status. p53 and p16Ink4a regulate cell growth arrest, apoptoticresistance, and senescence induction in a vast number of tissues [50], [51], these results suggested a unique
regulation of senescence in disc cells, independent of p16Ink4a expression. Importantly, other studies have
suggested that activation of p16Ink4a pathway can lead to an increase in cytokines, chemokines, and matrix
catabolic enzymes secretion [51]. Indeed, our studies of p16Ink4a deletion showed that reduction p16Ink4a
expression decreased local secretion of SASP and fibrotic matrix secretion [9], [10]. Similarly, p16Ink4a deletion
prevented oxidative stress and inflammation, promoting promoted disc regeneration in an injury model as
well [52]. Since NP cells respond to oxidative stress and cytokines exposure by increasing senescence,
apoptosis, and decreased matrix production [53], [54], these findings emphasize the importance p16Ink4a
expression for secretory pathways and to disc degeneration by promoting this vicious cycle.

5.3.1 Senolytic Drugs
Despite the high costs involving intervertebral disc disease, clinically available therapeutics solutions
are slim and mainly dependent on surgeries intervention, which resemble in vertebra fusion and consequent
loss of articular motion [55]. Recently, clearance of p16Ink4a showed a significant reduction of disc degeneration
in aged mice, suggesting that targeting senescence can be an exciting approach to prevent disc disease [9].
D+Q treatment was first introduced by Zhu et al., who proposed a new class of drugs, namely senolytic [56].
These drugs selectively target senescence cells by interfering with several pro-survival network-specific of
these cells [56]. Since then, several compounds have shown senolytic properties such as Dasatinib,
Quercetin, Navitoclax, Fisetin, and FOXO4-related peptide [57]–[59]. Noteworthy, dasatinib, and quercetin
combination have shown higher efficiency in targeting senescence cells [60] as well as alleviate age-related
pathologies such as physical condition and lifespan [61], osteoporosis [42] and Alzheimer [44]. Importantly,
none therapeutically approach had taken advantage of this mechanism in the context of disc degeneration
yet [9], [10], [52]. Likewise, in this study, we evaluate the therapeutically potential of D+Q treatment, which
has shown promising results in other tissues, to target senescence in the disc compartment and ameliorate
disc degeneration progression over aging. Thus, our results showed for the first time that D+Q combination
could target senescence in the disc and prevent age-related disc degeneration progression. These results
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open a new and exciting opportunity to approach disc degeneration since it does not depend on surgical
intervention and its associated risks. Moreover, D+Q treatment have recently been used in Human clinical
trials, showing positive results in reducing senescence status and improving physical condition in idiopathic
pulmonary fibrosis and terminal renal disease patients [62], [63].
Interestingly, SASP, the primary mechanism of senescence cells for promoting local fibrosis,
degeneration, and inflammation [64], [65], was overall decreased systemically and locally in treated animals.
Similarly, our previous studies of p16Ink4a deletion in disc compartment [9], [10] and p16Ink4a systemic clearance
genetic mouse model, presented reduced secretion of inflammatory mediators and metalloproteinases in the
disc compartments. Importantly, the number of discs cells were also maintained and preserved phenotypic
markers of healthy NP. Likewise, intra-articular injection of another senolytic treatment, UBX0101, has
preserved the chondrocyte phenotype is a model of induced osteoarthritis [59]. Furthermore, extracellular
matrix changes, which highly correlates with intervertebral disc biomechanical properties [1], [33], were
improved in treated mice. Altogether, these results clearly show that D+Q treatment can target senescence
status in the disc and improve cell and matrix homeostasis, promoting healthier intervertebral disc aging.
Most studies of D+Q treatment evaluated a short window of administration time. Thus, we studied
the effect of long D+Q treatment exposure systemically. Previously, D+Q treatment had already shown
improvements in vasomotor function by increase oxide nitric bioavailability and reducing aortic calcification
during aging [45]. Our results suggested that D+Q treatment can decrease systemic inflammatory mediators,
but a long duration and earlier starting point might be needed to provide maximum downregulation of these
factors. Moreover, reduction of systemic senescence contributes to decreasing in systemic inflammation,
immune system activity [65] and, consequently, contributes to lower levels of local tissue inflammation and
aging [43], [61], [64], [66]. Supporting these, we also observed an increase in physical strength and increase
in bone quality, two important makers of aging frailty index evaluation [42], [67], [68]. Noteworthy, Humans
trials with D+Q treatment have also shown similar improvements in the physical condition of patients [63].
Altogether, these studies suggested that beneficial effects of senolytic drugs to alleviate disc degeneration
during aging are not followed by noxious effects in other systems, even after prolonged exposure treatment.
Indeed, D+Q treatment can decrease systemic inflammation and improving physical condition and bone
quality during aging as well.
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